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n the occasion of the 10th anniversary of the Napút (meaning
the way to our shared spiritual home.
“Sun-way”) Art Academy in Hungary and the 110th anniversary of the artistic impulse of Rudolf Steiner, the Academy
The theme of the accompanying exhibition of paintings, on display
organized and hosted a jubilee art event and painting exhibition
for a month, was “East-West, Finding the New Center.” This was
from September 29 to October 1, 2017 titled “Path to the Mystery
a rich theme they had been working on over the past year, presentof the Center.” They invited artists from the related arts, represening preliminary material in November 2016 in Komarno, Slovatatives of artiskia. More than
tic institutions,
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and prominent
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separate artisof the Center,”
tic groups and
hosted at the
theoretical lec- “East-West, Finding the New Center” Exhibition in the Stephaneum, Pilscaba, Hungary 2017
400-capacity
turers to take
theater hall at
part in a process of shared creation, thus realizing a universal
the striking Stephaneum in Pilscsaba, Hungary, created 1995arts creation.
2001 by Hungarian architect Imre Makovecz as an organic building complex that is part of the Péter Pázmány Catholic University.
They considered the event created through well over a hundred
In relation to the first Goetheanum, the building exterior features
participants as a single joint creation, through the complementary
two more dynamically interpenetrating double domes, with one
composition of painting, drama, music, eurythmy, and architectitled into the other (one text described them as “colliding”; see
ture as well as the thoughts of the lectures. Their aim was to create
photo next page). Within the sacral space of the spacious entrance
organic art that not only grants an experience, but elevates, and
hall, they erected a wooden structure reminiscent of the interior
not only elevates, but purifies, and not only purifies, but shows
of a church, on which the paintings were exhibited (see cover

Imre Makovecz Stephaneum, at Péter Pázmány Catholic University, Pilscsaba, Hungary 1995-2001, exterior

photograph). As the main work of art, two forms of images
representative of western and eastern art – a “winged” triptych
altarpiece on the west side and an iconostasis on the east side –
were combined in the installation into a single “social universal
work of art,” showing the way to the mystery of the European
center (see photograph below). The “dramatized arrangement”
of the images adhered to the dramaturgy of the theme of the
paintings in order to evoke the mood of mystery inherent in art.

of approximately 100 artists. This included performances from
new genres, for example, a ceremonial dramatization of paintings
and scientific essays.
The various lectures included on Friday (in order, following the
opening ceremony) “Thoughts about the Creation of the Exhibition” by Zoltán Döbröntei and an opening talk by Péter Takáts,
representing the Hungarian Anthroposophical Society; on Saturday (in order) “The Story of the Destiny of Rudolf Steiner’s Art
Impulse” by Reinhold Fäth from Germany; “The Relationship
of Social Life and Art” by David Newbatt of the U.K.(Wales);
“Introductory Thoughts on the Importance of Steiner’s Mystery
Dramas” by Mihály Frisch; and “The Reality of the Spiritual
World in Painting” by Zoltán Döbröntei; on Sunday (in order)
“Soil, Education. Anthroposophical Culture in Poland” by Maja

The invited foreign and Hungarian lecturers aimed to touch on
the possibilities for the development of art and issues of destiny
that concern all of us, in the light of anthroposophy. The various
artistic presentations mainly presented new endeavors of eurythmy, song and music, and drama. All works were specifically
designed for this occasion, through the involvement of a total

Altar Triptych and Iconostasis in Entrance Hall of the Stephaneum, Pilscsaba, Hungary, 2017, oil paintings and wood
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throposophical ideas, anthroposophical life, into culture. Even
if modern humanity is not yet inclined to include in all the rest
of external culture what can flow into it from out of the life of
the spirit, we would like at least to show in an artistic picture
the way the thoughts active in our souls can come alive. Feelings such as these can be sparked off through the anticipation of
the fact that human beings will move from the present toward
a future when they will feel themselves mediators between the
spiritual and the physical worlds. These events were undertaken
just so that this presentiment could awaken.” (from Genesis:
Secrets of Creation, August 16, 1910; GA 122)
Also performed was Anton Chekhov’s play The Seagull Friday
night by the Dante group (founded in 2016 out of drama work
in Waldorf schools), who said the two foci of their performance
were “the possibility of renewal of art” and “the mystery place
between people”; two “interludes” by pianist Katalin Orza and
eurythmist Emese Vidákovich Saturday morning; and a performance by the 8-member Artemis Eurythmy Theater (founded
in Hungary in 2010) Saturday evening. Also included Saturday
afternoon was an “Agora,” described as follows: “In between
the two poles of Greek democracy, Ecclesia (common interest)
and Oikos (self-interest), stands Agora, the common space, the
meeting place. Agora was a mental-physical marketplace where
people exchanged goods and ideas. An open, free space that was
sacred and profane, inspirational and practical. In today’s terms
a place where we find partners to realize our ideas, a place where
we can discuss our common concerns, a place where we can share
burning questions and search for solutions together. It is a place
where people who think differently discover that there are many
more who think differently. A place where we can weigh up our
dreams on the scale of reality.” This was followed up Sunday
morning with a feedback session and podium discussion of the
lecturers titled “Future Pictures,” including also a short talk by

Imre Makovecz Stephaneum, Pilscsaba, Hungary 1995-2001, entrance hall

Dobiasz-Krysiak from Poland; and “Why Is Living Art So Important Today?” by Anezka Janátová.
These were interspersed with performances of three scenes from
Rudolf Steiner’s first Mystery Drama, The Portal of Initiation,
performed by members of the Rudolf Steiner Szemináriium
(Seminar) who have been working with the Mystery Dramas
since 2014. They added a statement that began, “We wish to
make anthroposophy visible for those who are seeking and
longing to find it as a source of strength, joy, and understanding
while searching for the meaning of life. The arts have played a
central role in our work from the very beginning, . . .” and said
they were inspired by what Steiner said in 1910 after the first
performance of the first Mystery Drama: “We would like to think
of this milestone of our anthroposophical activity as a flow of an-

At the opening ceremony
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Some of the speakers, from left to right: Reinhold Fäth, Germany; David Newbatt, U.K. (Wales); Zoltán Döbröntei, Napút Art Academy, Hungary

Marianne Schubert, leader of the Art Section at the Goetheanum.

school and creative community. It was established in 2007 by
painter Zoltán Döbröntei, industrial artist József Zsolt Simon, and
organizer Ágnes Zsók on the one-hundred-year anniversary of
Rudolf Steiner‘s artistic impulse. Currently, we are working with
30 adult artists and 150 supporters who help through their continuous interest in our work. We organize annual group exhibitions
treating a shared theme as well as 5-10 individual exhibitions. Our
paintings were exhibited abroad in Switzerland and Slovakia, and
our works have appeared at major international conferences. The
three pillars of our academy consist of artistic education, professional creation, and a supportive community.”

Among the objectives and goals of the overall program were
mentioned “inviting the various anthroposophic artistic groups of
Hungary to take part in a joint creation, facilitating the discourse
between the various branches of art”; “disseminating the art
inspired by anthroposophy, revealing its inherent opportunities
and raising these into the consciousness of contemporary art”;
creating an annual forum by “initiating a regular, long-term
cooperation with the participating artists”; further strengthening
international partner relationships, “developing opportunities for
cooperation and shared creation”; and, “for the distant future,”
“to develop an anthroposophic European art network.”

Among their educational offerings they include a weekend training
for artists, industrial artists, and teachers taking place every three
weeks, new studies in the classical technique of oil painting, training sessions for Waldorf teachers organized in various locations
throughout Hungary, a youth branch called Kisnapút weekend

The Napút Art Academy describes itself on its website (http://
naputasok.hu/en_GB/) as: “Hungary‘s first anthroposophic art

Imre Makovecz The Stephaneum, Auditorium, Pilscsaba

Opening Ceremony, Path to the Mystery of the Center, September 29, 2017
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courses and summer
camps for ages 15-20,
lectures on artistic and
social issues based on
Rudolf Steiner’s artistic approach, and work
on “image reading”
(“We’ve developed
an image-observation
method through which
the viewer can be beyond the mentality of an
image to approximate
its spiritual subject.”).
They search for new
doors to “spiritual colors” opening experiences with spiritual beings.

to develop his/her own art. If artists set an example in creation toward a mutual goal, they
can teach the human being and the people of
Europe about peaceful co-existence. If we are
capable of connecting lofty theories with the active practice of life through art, we can connect
Heaven with Earth. Artists must undertake the
role of educating the people in order to allow
a greater number of people to yet again benefit
from the gifts of art. For all of these purposes,
we tirelessly seek out new forms of encountering the community
that allow for insights into the productive process of creation.”

In addition, they describe varying aspects of and approaches to artistic creation,
including individual creation and a 3-year training (“We follow
neither classic traditions nor the current trends of the age.”),
shared creation (creation of joint works), international art
colonies/camps, “spiritual realism” (“Through our themes, we
strive to capture spiritual reality, yet our works are created in
the spirit of a naturally simple and healthy creation.”), figural
representation (“In the age of computer screens, we feel it’s
highly important to prevent the human hand from losing its
Painting by Zoltán Döbröntei

The two main teachers of the school, who have been working
together since 1998, are Zoltán Döbröntei (painting, color studies)
and Zsolt József Simon (drawing, sculpting, Boethmer gymnastics). Several other teachers support the course. Their work is
based on the aesthetics of Goethe and the color studies of Steiner.
Point of Contact: Helga Hódosi, hodosihelga@gmail.com
Telephone: + 36 70/ 386 60 64 Website: www.naputasok.hu
This report ends with the concluding thoughts of Mária Mesterházy, the artistic director of the Napút’10 event and director of
the Dante drama group’s performance of The Seagull.

Looking Back on the NAPÚT’10 Celebrations

There are some moments in life when you feel a sense of identi-

Two paintings from the Napút Art Academy Easter Exhibition 2017

fundamental depictive intelligence.”), placement of paintings
in workplaces (schools, offices, social institutions, doctors’ offices), and artistic enhancement of Christian holidays and their
community-forming effect.
They state their mission as follows (slightly edited): “The tenyear work of the Academy is fundamentally oriented by a single
question: How can art serve community? Art needs community
and community needs arts that help restore the human being‘s
spiritual dignity. The human being can only take part in the
events of the future with a spiritual presence to the degree that
the human being finds his/her ties with art and has the strength
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Oil Painting byZsolt József Simon

formed in public like this before. The performance exuded a sense
of intimacy and naturalness. They brought the seemingly difficult
texts of the dramas closer to the viewers. It was heart-warming to
think that perhaps the domestic mystery plays would grow from
this seed, in which the material is handled with respect toward the
traditions, yet still in a bold and natural way. We are particularly
grateful that the celebrations allowed for the establishment of the
Dante Group, leading to the creation of Chekhov’s Seagull play.
Some motifs recurred and resurfaced from time to time during
the celebrations; for example, the theme of water appeared in the

fication with yourself and your mission. Moments like this take
place when we work together as a community. Shared work
allows us to recognize our individual tasks. We are creating a
space or a vessel for one another. Into this chalice Saint Michael
can add a drop of wisdom.
The Napút Art Academy found a way true to its name to celebrate
its 10th anniversary. It opened its doors and addressed the operators of the domestic and international anthroposophical scene,
seeking out groups of artists in the field of dance art and performers dedicated to art, consciously building up the opportunities
for cooperation. Napút wasn’t merely establishing a celebration
for itself, but rather devoting the results of 10 years’ worth of
work to the event.
Reviewing the list of participants at the event, one can see that
the ray of the center ranges from Italy in the south; Norway and
Scotland in the north; Transylvania, Czech Republic, Poland in
the east; and Austria, Switzerland, Germany, and Belgium in the
west. As part of this conscious collaboration, numerous institutions including the Hungarian Anthroposophical Society, the
Hungary Eurythmy-Movement Art Association, the Sophianum
Anthroposophical Center, and the Christian Community Church
arranged their own scheduled events in a way that would provide
room for the Náput’10 celebrations, supporting the gathering
with lecturers.
Perhaps the magnitude of the collaboration can be somewhat
captured by considering the fact that the various productions
involved over 80 artists and assistants: painters, architects,
eurythmists, motion artists, actors, musicians, costume and set
designers, photographers and motion picture artists as well as
technicians and organizers. The Napút’10 celebrations attracted
a great number of people: 400 participants on Friday, 250 on
Saturday, and 170 on Sunday.

Paintings from the Exhibition East-West, Finding the New Center

The Artemis Eurythmy Stage created a special performance for
the event entitled “For Matters of All Orders” with an impact that
all viewers could tangibly experience. Not only was eurythmy
visible speech on this occasion, but through this art form a high
level of cooperation and motion became visible, which is exemplary for all groups of
individuals working together for a shared goal.
The essence of years’
worth of shared practice
was distilled in the motions of the performers,
which made tangible
for the viewers the sensation of a harmony beyond the physical. The
Rudolf Steiner Seminar
focused on excerpts
from Steiner’s Mystery
Dramas, which could
be considered their first
domestic performance,
as these Steiner plays
have never been per-

lake of the Seagull, the on-stage eurythmy performance, the tale
of The Soul’s Probation as well as in the opening and closing rite
of the event, while the image of the divine bird appeared among
us, and one could hear the beating of its wings in the weeks leading up to the celebrations…

Dante Drama Group rehearsing
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In the heart of the Napút’10 celebrations schedule, a discussion
took place that partly dealt with the issues raised above. At the
agora, or spiritual marketplace, we discussed the relationship
between art and five different fields of life, which were introduced
by lecturers from the individual fields, subsequent to which the
discussion was carried on through the questions and opinions
of the participants. The discussions on the relationship between
pedagogy, healing, religion, technology, and anthroposophy
seemed particularly important as the representatives of the various
fields gained perspective on each other’s thoughts and art, while
art itself, as a medium of communication, played a significant role
in this process. Neither the nature nor the length of the present
writing allows for an objective account of the thoughts voiced
at the agora. I will do my best to provide the most subjective
response to the question raised, as I experienced the preparations
and the event itself, the artistic work, and the thoughts raised by
the lecturers.

Talent as well as wealth was mobilized for the sake of the event.
The Napút’10 celebrations could not have become a reality without financial supporters and these are no hollow words, but rather
a literal truth. Nearly 60% of the costs of the celebrations were
covered by subsidies and donations, 83% of these subsidies came
from abroad – from the German Anthroposophical Society and

Future Pictures, podium discussion by the lecturers, auditorium stage, Oct. 1

Mahle Stiftung – while 17% came from various other sources:
Natura-Sophia Kft., The Imre Makovecz Foundation, Rondó Kft.,
and private individuals.
It is worth considering these statistics for a moment. First of all,
we can see that the existence of the artistic scene depends on willingness to make financial donations. Simply put, artistic events
can only become a reality if
the operators of the financial
scene recognize the importance of art and actively support it. In the current case,
the majority of the funds
came from Germany. Perhaps there are insufficient
funds in the domestic scene
for such purposes? Could
it be that the appropriate
institutions are yet to be
established? Or the culture
of patronage hasn’t been
fully developed? Perhaps
the artists themselves are
unable to appropriately represent the importance of art
toward the outside world?
As the organizers pondered
over the numbers, they often
asked themselves the question: what is the meaning
of art and what can make it
worthy of being supported?

Perhaps the meaning of art can be best understood if we imagine
our lives without it. What would have happened to the anthroposophical movement if it hadn’t become tied in its early stages
to the impetus of art? What would have become of Waldorf
education without the simple approach that education is a form
of art? What would happen if the pictures would disappear from
the walls and the poems we learned by heart from our minds? If
theatrical or movement performances would no longer serve as
a source of inspiration, if thoughts would only reach us purely
through our intellect? Rudolf Steiner gives a clear answer to this
question. If art would disappear from the world, the social scene
would be filled with lies. Art is a force which plays a key role
in upholding the purity of our social life by shaping our sense
of taste, reviving our community life, and nourishing the sense
of our humanity. Art is an inspiring source of new thoughts, our
good intentions toward each other, and our religious sentiment....

Zoltán Döbröntei addresses the conference at the opening ceremony
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Rudolf Steiner’s Art Concept and Rudolf Steiner’s Art Impulse
by Berit Fröseth

T

his is a lecture held at The Academy of Art in Oslo as part of
the conference, ”Rudolf Steiner’s Aesthetics. Imagination, Inspiration and Intuition. Rudolf Steiner’s Art Impulse and Further
Development in Art History.” The article is a contribution to further discussion of ”What Is Anthroposophical Art. Is There Such
a Thing?” by Gordon Clarke, Art Section Newsletter, no. 47.

ing of a specific plant, but an archetypal image that visualizes
the inner dynamics of the plant – a living image that expresses a
continuous, spiritual movement; something that is not finished.
Maybe one could say that Steiner’s concept of art in 1888 was
the beginning of a processual work of art in continuous development and transformation?

I will try to give a brief description of the essential part of Rudolf
Steiner’s aesthetics. Some tend to distinguish between Steiner’s
art concept on one side and Steiner’s art impulse on the other
side. I thought that this could be a good starting point to identify
something that is rather diverse and complex.

In this context we also have to consider the viewer as someone
who continues the creation and contributes to the work of art’s
life in the future. Steiner was interested in the conceptual side
of art when he maintained that a work of art is not finished
before it is created anew within the viewer. He could foresee
the development of a conceptual art and
considered this as a step in art’s own
process to understand what art is. This
would be a situation where works of art
philosophize and, so to say, speak with
each other. This process will also lead to
the development of an imaginative experience of art. Throughout the last century we
have seen how the various art directions
are in a dialogue with each other, and how
philosophy has united itself with art in a
significant way – a development where
just conceptual art presents questions
concerning how we experience and see,
visualize thorough, complex theories of
knowledge.

If I first shall give a short description of
Steiner’s art concept, and thus respond
to the question, “What was art for Rudolf
Steiner?” I would say that this is based on
Goethe’s thoughts on metamorphosis and
transformation: Art follows the creative
laws of nature, takes hold of the spiritual
truths of the world, but does not represent it. The latter is important here. One
should not try to represent or illustrate
something, neither physical nor spiritual.
The task of the artist is to make the dynamic within matter, the etheric, present
as perceptible energy. Thus a whole new
world is created.

Anyway, Steiner never developed a pure
Some would maintain that Steiner in the
aesthetics of reception, a concept of art
beginning, when he published the essay
where the viewer’s or the surrounding’s
Goethe as the Founder [“Father” in Gerreception of the work defines its value or
man] of a New Science of Aesthetics in
content. Simply expressed: If I think it is
1888, was an idealist thinker, who repreart – or if you think it is art – then it is art.
sented a kind of ”organic classicism” – an
The subject’s reality and experience estabaesthetics ”from above,” while he later delishes the work as an art object. Steiner’s
veloped an aesthetics ”from below,” startidea of the conceptual in art did not refer
ing from the physical and transformation
to an art where intellectual notions and
of matter. It is true enough that Steiner at
concepts are isolated from the work of
this time had a rather idealizing attitude
to art. The artist should refine and make Rudolf Steiner The Archetyal Plant 1924 watercolor, detail art. Today sometimes we need a whole
book or a user’s manual to understand
perfect, fulfill nature’s creation. This also from poster for a eurythmy performance
what the artist has on his or her mind.
included a sort of purism that characterFor Steiner the conceptual in art was related to a higher realm
ized aspects of modernism, which cultivated the material’s as
of knowledge, where the supersensible experience creates a synwell as art’s spiritual inner essence.
thesis between the inner spiritual experience of the viewer and
the supersensible idea of the work of art, and where the viewer
However, I would say that Steiner’s thoughts from the beginning
continues to enliven and create the work again and again, even
did not correspond to the classical ideal of the nineteenth century.
reversed: From the actual result to the beginning of the creative
The difference was primarily about the question of representaprocess.2 The philosopher Gilles Deleuze had a similar notion
tion, because in contrast to the German idealists Steiner also knew
of this backward, creative experience.
something about color. For Steiner art was not about creating
a costume for anything sublime or perfect, because color itself
From this point of view one perhaps can ask; Is it possible to
is a creative cosmos, a living idea. Steiner’s experience of art
destroy a work of art? How can one be true to the work’s inner
was all the time processual. The archetype was not something
being and see the work as something living in the current of time,
finished that rests in its own bliss. Steiner’s watercolor painting
as part of the creative future? Here lies an interesting challenge.
The Archetypal Plant is an example of this. This is not a paint9

Steiner’s ideas of metamorphosis and transformation also include
an experience of the interval, the space in between, of emptiness or the abyss, seen in a larger human existential perspective. Steiner belonged to a tradition related to Kant’s and later
philosophers’ thoughts of the sublime – an aesthetics where the
beautiful emerges through a form of catharsis or inner tremors
confronting the earthly darkness or evil, and transforming this
to that which Steiner called das Liebliche, that which is filled
with love.

the work of art.
Why I mention
this is because
the idea of transformation is a
rather complicated question in
art today, even
among anthroposophists. The
concept of art
is very broad –
dissolved, some
w o u l d s a y. I
think for instance
that Steiner
would have had
a problem with
the institutional
concept of art,
where art is defined solely by its
external context.
Again rather simply expressed:
One takes an object, a chair or Rudolf Steiner assisted by Edith Maryon The
a rusty piece of Representative of Humanity 1914-1925 elm wood
metal, places it
in a museum or a gallery and suddenly it is a work of art. The
trend towards readymades, Marcel Duchamp’s as well as Joseph
Beuys’s intention, was of course a way to stimulate the inner,
creative process of the public, the viewers.

In this context I would say that Steiner had a conscious relationship with the importance of deconstruction in art. He talked
about how one can paint a portrait by first ”crushing or killing
the model” in order to create an opening for the spiritual, a space
for something larger.1 He would probably not, however, see
destructionism, or that 1960’s avant-garde saying, ”Each artist’s
right to crush at least one grand piano,” as artistic nourishment
for the soul.

Steiner was indeed interested in the contextual, but not primarily
in its sociological aspects. The inner meaning of a work of art,
Steiner claimed, emerges through the experience of the dynamic,
invisible reality that lives between and surrounds the art objects.
It lives in the creative process where the artist and viewer participate on an even level. Thus
he developed his own idea of
the integration of the arts in
a larger social context. Art
should not be confined to or
locked up in a gallery. Steiner
would like to see art as part
of our social surroundings
and in a larger, purposeful
context, where the arts, like
every individual, would keep
their integrity and their unique
character, but enrich each
other and work together.

Joseph Beuys Piano-Action March 1963 Galerie Parnass, Wuppertal:
Dressed as a classical pianist, Beuys “homeopathically” destroys a
piano by “playing” it with shoes, a stick, stone, hammer, axe, & other
implements at N. J. Paik’s Exposition of Music-Electronic Television

A concept of the beautiful in dialogue with evil and darkness
began with Romanticism and characterizes contemporary art in
a dramatic, radical, but also rather split and fragmentary way.
Steiner’s wooden sculpture The Representative of Humanity
expresses in a concrete (maybe also illustrative or educational?)
way Steiner’s concept of art and the beautiful as a result of this
dialogue and transformation of the powers of resistance. At the
same time we can possibly see it as an expression of the fact that
art should not soar into a rosy sphere above earthly existence.
Steiner was against all sentimentality, idyll, quasi-spiritualism in
art. On the other side, art should not end up in a chaos of darkness
and trauma. In fact, Steiner not only wanted to save the world
of earthly existence, he wanted to save art itself. For Steiner
it was important that spirit and matter should not fall apart or
become separated from each other, so that the human being in
the end could not find a home on earth. Steiner’s aesthetics was
therefore, compared to much of what we see around us today, a
resurrection-aesthetics, a ”sign of the cross” aesthetics, related
to the Christian thought of transformation. The beautiful should
be present as a reality; the transformation should be fulfilled in

Marcel Duchamp Bicycle Wheel
1913 stool and bicycle wheel
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In our technological age we
are hardly concerned with
the thought of transformation. How is it possible, for
example, to relate to the con-

cept of transformation in a technical work of art? I do not have
an answer to this, but for me it is problematic to have an idea of
transformation without a concept of the etheric, of life.
Some philosophers, for example Deleuze, maintain that abstract
or non-figurative art can express transformation of forms, but
it cannot redeem the figure, because everything takes place on
the same level of existence. This is also an interesting question
when it comes to painting an altarpiece.
						
			
***
						
If I now should define the central aspects of Steiner’s art impulse,
I would say that this is based on a completely new spiritual approach to art, which means that the artist should create out of a
conscious higher awareness of the material’s and the art subject’s
supersensible qualities. The goal of Steiner’s impulse was a radical transformation of the artist himself or herself. Here one can,
if one is a bit cheeky, put an end.
As we know, such a transformation does not happen overnight,
and Rudolf Steiner therefore gave a method, exercises, to develop
this sensibility in relationship
to color. I think, however, that
Steiner would agree to the fact
that this development of consciousness will have to take place
in an individual way. The impulse
therefore is a way of practice, of
exercise, and Steiner knew that
this process would go on for a
long period of time.

To me this is more or less a question of definitions. What do
we mean with the word anthroposophical? Do we refer to the
thorough spiritual aspects or the more formal aspects of the word
and the teachings of anthroposophy? And what do we mean with
the word “impulse” in art? Was Impressionism an art impulse? I
think it was an impulse with a deeper spiritual content combined
with a formal side marked by a certain way of expression developing at that particular time. Later on Impressionism developed
into Postimpressionism. The same thing could be said about
Expressionism and Dadaism. This shows that the impulse works
ahead as a kind of energizer, which changes during the years and
expresses and renews itself through creative individuals within
the spirit of time.
Steiner was of course not an isolated comet in art history. He
lived at a time with strong spiritual, creative energies. The goal
of the art impulse was to create a spiritual breakthrough, what
some philosophers today call an Event. If such an Event actually was to happen, to become real, I guess it is likely that art
would look quite different? Would the artist perhaps wake up in
a surprising and harrowing way confronted with the forces that
he or she invites into his or her artistic process? As a result, the
artist would probably develop another intensive experience of art’s
impact on the viewer, its effect on
the surroundings, on social life.

Steiner said that every form is
united with beings. Even dead
matter is filled with life. Nothing
is totally dumb, everything has a
language. To talk about the beings
of art can be problematic, because
If we consider the fact that the
one immediately imagines eyes,
aim of the anthroposophical
hats of gnomes, wings, someway of exercise in the realm of
thing which resembles physical
thinking is the development of
figures. But the beings of art are
what Steiner called Imagination,
in fact that which we experience
Inspiration, and Intuition, then
as the qualitative aspects of art.
perhaps one could say that the Henni Geck Sunrise I watercolor version of Steiner painting training exercise Confronted with art, we take a
aim of the artistic exercises was
step into a field filled with life, of
– not art production, not sensation, not Warhol’s factory – but
invisible energy or vibrations and different qualities. Of course,
the sublime transformation (resurrection) of matter. To my point
it is not only anthroposophists who work within this field of conof view the impulse is a process of development, it is the road,
sciousness today. For example, in Stockholm there was recently
and it is more about how you do it than what you do.
an exhibition by the painter Gunnel Wåhlstrand. In an interview
she expressed that, if she did not pay enough attention, if she was
As a result of this I would go further to maintain that Steiner’s
a bit careless when she painted, she later experienced that the
concept of art is very deep; it is demanding and in some way
paintings looked at her, reproached her, and wanted to be restored.
limited. Steiner’s art impulse, on the other hand, is diverse and
broad.
Having said this, it should be clear that I do not see the art impulse
as a certain style. The “Goetheanistic style,” which was deeply
I know that some people would claim the opposite: That the art
rooted in its time, the different color exercises, veil painting, were
concept is open, broad and general, while transformation in art,
of course part of a defined aesthetics, a way of expression which
the question of ”spiritualizing” a work of art, does not exclusively
made it possible for spiritual qualities and beings to enliven and
belong to an anthroposophical tradition. On the other hand, the
combine themselves with the art object. At the same time these
style, exercises, the particular way of going about things and way
elements were pedagogical tools, instruments to develop a dyof expression was what Steiner actually did at his time. This was
namic, moveable, imaginative way of experiencing and seeing.
his real will and testament and thus to some extent limited, and
In general Steiner’s philosophy does not contain an intrinsic will
therefore we should keep to it.
to force upon art a unified, stereotype of aesthetic expression.
Compared to the concept of ethical individualism in Steiner’s The
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Philosophy of Freedom, I would say that Steiner’s art impulse
cannot be realized as something other than an individual impulse
of freedom. Steiner’s goal was to combine heaven and earth, the
individual and the universal. Through art the individual can be
raised to the universal, and at the same time the universal can
become something unique and personal. Here we see the possibility of an infinite variety of expressions and a multiplicity

ary impulse leaving behind the tendency toward purism that
characterized modernism in the belief in the arts’ and materials’
metaphysical uniqueness. An example of a more contemporary
”resurrection aesthetics” was perhaps in the recent multimedia
performance, ”THE TRAShOLD OPERA: The Heartelligency
of Lazarus” as described in an earlier number of this Newsletter
(#46, Autumn-Winter 2016).
Is this neo- or post-anthroposophical art? The question is not
easy to answer, considering the fact that the use of technology
in art presents us with an immense new challenge in the spiritual
field. I think, however, that Steiner never left the thought of the
importance of the physical transformation, the alchemy of the
everyday, where the human being’s task is to transform the earth
and our surroundings into a work of art. In our time, however, it
is not so much about expressing something, not so much about
external beauty, as about inner growth and becoming. The real
work of art is the human being herself and the social art of the
future. This might be invisible, but even more real than the
old work of art, because it is the inner architecture of a human
community. Sometimes I think that Steiner toward the end of
his life opened up perspectives toward a greater freedom, for
the conceptual, and the love for that which never is going to be
transformed on earth, for that which is allowed to be in continuous process and movement.

Joseph Beuys Celtic + ~~~ Action in Basel, April 5, 1971 “baptism” scene

of individual methods. Therefore, Steiner said, each work of art
requires its own aesthetics. Art is the science of freedom. The
inner meaning of the style was life itself.

Notes
Rudolf Steiner,”Das Sinnlich-Übersinnliche in seiner Verwirklichung durch die Kunst” (The Sensible-Supersensible and Its Realization through Art), Munich, 17 February 1918; in Kunst und
Kunsterkenntnis: Grundlagen einer neuen Aesthetik (Donrach:
Rudolf Steiner Verlag, 1985; GA 271, untranslated).
1

Sometimes a problem emerges when exercise and aesthetic
form or expression become one and the same, or when one
tries to ”illustrate” an art concept. This development within
the anthroposophical movement has created a barrier toward
the world of art, an obstacle for others in understanding the
intentions of Rudolf Steiner. Here in Scandinavia – above all in
Järna, Sweden, where I live – the art impulse has been able to
grow and blossom in a great variety with many branches. On the
other hand, if one is not conscious of the art concept, it might
be that the art is missing a deeper dimension, that the impulse
looses its integrity – which means that in practice concept and
impulse cannot be separated from each other.
Steiner pointed to a large number of directions to explore in art –
an unimaginable treasure and complex collection of thoughts that
never ceases to engage. Steiner’s impulse had a strongly ethical,
social character, as he believed in art’s revolutionary potential.
Inspired by Steiner, Joseph Beuys developed his thoughts about
the social sculpture, of the community as a future work of art, in
which the human being herself is the artistic material. Perhaps
one can say that Beuys has created a renewed anthroposophical
impulse in the postmodern age? Next to the Goetheanistic way
of thinking, where exercise and creativity go hand in hand, the
social and conceptual impulses exist as significant directions
within the anthroposophical movement today, including installations, interactive works of art, performances, and experiments
with unconventional materials. This does not imply that the
exercises are left behind, but that these have taken on another
character of social awareness and encounter, of meditations
related to the etheric afterimage, and going through experiences similar to initiation processes. This is an interdisciplin-

Rudolf Steiner, “The Two Sources of Art: Impressionism and
Expressionism” in Michael Howard, ed., Art as Spiritual Activ2

Sampsa Pirtola, Charlotte Bottiger, Hannah Jäkel THE TRAShOLD OPERA
2017 video still showing Osiris, Lazarus/Immanuel, & Anubis cycling in sky

ity: Rudolf Steiner’s Contribution to the Visual Arts (Hudson,
NY: Anthroposophic Press, 1998; Munich, 15 February 1918;
from GA 271), p 198.
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Art Convergence II – A Report
by David Adams
he first Art Convergence was held over five days in 2013 (see
Newsletter #40) in the same two locations in Philmont, New
York, both regularly used by the Free Columbia initiative, which
sponsored this second, shorter Art Convergence from August 9 to
11, 2017 (and is currently beginning to discuss a third event for
next summer!). The invitations to the event, attended by just over
twenty artists from far and wide (including Israel, Finland, Minnesota, California, and Oregon) briefly presented the theme and
gave a variety of books, online essays, and videos as suggested
preparatory material. I will briefly describe just three of these,
which were referenced in conversations at the Convergence.

T

mer also presents her own creation of Pre-Texts, an international
arts-literacy project that translates high literary theory through
popular creative practices. In making her argument Sommer
relies above all on Friedrich Schiller’s classic, eloquent essay
Letters on the Aesthetic Education of Man and also shows how
various later writers on socio-cultural issues up to today have
been influenced by it, such as John Dewey, Walter Benjamin,
Paulo Freire, Hannah Arendt, Donald Woods Winnicott, Antonio
Gramschi, and Jürgen Habermas

3. Nato Thompson Culture as Weapon: The Art of Influence in
Everyday Life (2017) – Using a very broad definition of art, ex1. Garcia Lorca, Theory and Play of the Duende (pdf translated
tending to public relations, popular entertainment, and advertisA. S. Kline 2007): I will just give an idea of this online essay by
ing, Thomson considers how all these mediums are used today
the famous Spanish writer by quoting a few of his statements
to influence our emotions, actions, and our very understanding
about the mysterious but essential artistic energy of “duende.”
of ourselves as citizens and consumers. “And as much as politi“. . . Goethe, who in speaking of Paganini hit on a definition
cians would never call themselves artists, they all understand
of the duende: ‘A mysterious force that everyone feels and no
the value of showmanship and public relations when it comes
philosopher has explained.’
to the machinations of governance. . . . that artistic technique of
“So, then, the duende is a force not a labor, a struggle not a
stirring the passions and appealing to the intimate side in each
thought. I heard an old maestro of
of us has become inseparable from
the guitar say: ‘The duende is not
power.” He tries to explain how the
in the throat: the duende surges
modernist avant-garde goal of the
up, inside, from the soles of the
merging of art and life has in fact
feet.’ Meaning, it’s not a question
come to pass, but not in the way
of skill, but of a style that’s truly
anticipated by artists. He provides
alive: meaning, it’s in the veins:
many examples of the pervasivemeaning, it’s of the most ancient
ness and variety of techniques of
culture of immediate creation.
how those in power strategically
This ‘mysterious force that everyuse the artistic devices of culture
one feels and no philosopher has
to maintain and expand their influexplained’ is, in sum, the spirit of
ence, to shape how we think, and
the earth, . . .”
how this has reached an unprec“Angel and Muse come from outedented scale and penetration of
side us: the angel brings light, the
almost all areas of society. “As a
Muse form . . . While the duende
global strategy deployed at every
has to be roused from the furthest
level, culture has become a prohabitations of the blood. . . . The
found, and ubiquitous, weapon.”
true struggle is with the duende.” Artists listening at the Art Convergence. From left to right: Frank
He argues that it is the old illusion
“The arrival of the duende presup- Agrama, Jen Zimberg, Jason Healy, Martina Muller, Carrie Gibbons
of the “rational subject” that hides
poses a radical change to all the old
the various ways the arts have been
kinds of form, brings totally unknown and fresh sensations, with
co-opted in these ever more sophisticated ways of using emotion
the qualities of a newly created rose, miraculous, generating an
and the power of association to manipulate media and public
almost religious enthusiasm.”
perception. This, in turn, has had its impact on the activities of
“The duende never repeats itself, any more than the waves of
artists, especially activist artists who also use culture as a tool.
the sea do in a storm.”
Introductions, Wednesday. Afternoon, August 9  
2. Doris Sommer The Work of Art in the World (Durham: Duke
Representing the planning group of Katie Schwerin, Nathaniel
University Press, 2014) – This is a sustained and quite wellWilliams, Sampsa Pirtola, Laura Summers, Kristin Powers, and
written argument for the importance, even necessity, of artistic
Sara Parrilli (not all of whom could be present), Laura Summer
creation and interpretation as part of any democratic society.
introduced us to the Art Convergence, making us aware of the
The author even refers to art as a necessary “motor of political
diversity of artist participants – not all anthroposophists, Buddevelopment.” She presents numerous examples of creative
dhists, or Christians; not all visual artists but also dramatists,
social and activist uses of the arts, especially “public art” in a
poets, and musicians. “Many elements from literature, drama,
variety of forms. Arguing that we are all cultural agents, Somand music – even dance – entered into the proceedings of our
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planning group – tending toward a kind of Gesamtkunstwerk
conference.” The overall theme seemed to be a both socially and
spiritually engaged practice of art. She reminded us of the four
main questions we were to contemplate and discuss about our
relation as artists to the world today:

Frank Agrama then led us in singing a lively grace before our first
shared meal and this would continue throughout all the meals during the Convergence. Seemingly derived from a bouncy African
American spiritual (with eventually some added gestures and
performance as a round), the lyrics went as follows:

• As artists what are we being asked to do?
• How does art make us more human?
• Can we imagine art sustainably integrated into our world where
authentic hope is possible?
• What is the relationship of art to hope?

Today is the day we have to say what we want now:
May the human race make a change now.
Freedom, freedom, freedom, freedom.
Ain’t nobody gonna turn me round (except the sun).

“Aesthetic Educstion and Democracy”

After this, each person briefly introduced themselves and their
A Talk by Nathaniel Williams
initial goals for artistic work at the Convergence, followed by an
Wednesday evening, August 9, Nathaniel Williams presented a
organized signing up to help with set-up and clean-up of the two
talk titled “Aesthetic Education and Democracy,” working with
meals we would share each day. After early morning individual
the preparatory themes, in which he looked at art in a political,
artistic work, we would gather each day for a group conversation,
economic, and social context. Earlier, he had introduced himself
followed by further artistic work in the afternoon, two evening
to the Convergence artists as follows: “Seventeen years ago I went
presentations, and then extended periods of each artist sharing
to painting school and worked in a puppetry theater in Europe.
their artistic work from both before and, especially, during the
I’ve been in the university the last few years studying the relationConvergence, for apship between aesthetics
proximately thirty minand politics. Before that,
utes each. The morning
I worked with Laura and
conversations featured
others on Free Columa range of diverse conbia, which is more than
tributions where parjust an artistic education
ticipants spoke about
project. There have been
the Convergence themes
lots of questions related
or preparatory readings,
to social justice for us,
their own individual
although modest. One
ways of working, or
story that we produced
about issues that have
as a puppet show is a
recently been important
metaphysical New York
to their work. I will genfolk tale (“The Ramapo
erally combine each perSalamander”). I would
son’s initial introduction
like to go back to it and
(and a few other more Frank Agrama leads the Convergence in singing a grace before lunch.
live into the moods and
personal comments
activities in the story
from the conversations) into the later descriptions of each artand write a new story from that. It is from America and seems
ist’s presentation of their work.
to me to depict a curious existential struggle in America, an
inability to differentiate between true and apparent value, such
Nathaniel Williams added brief comments concerning the role of
as the difference between culture and commercial activity, also
the arts within the economic sphere and activities of community
greed for bliss and luxuries – the so-called “American Dream.”
and collaboration, aspects unfamiliar to art in the modern world.
It includes seeming hallucinations of a miner in the mountains
He felt America especially needs the cultural sphere work, to
as a character is going crazy. I am also interesting in starting a
develop a unified voice rather than only proceeding with small
regional currency that features an expiration date. Its value expires
practices. In this context he asked, “Where is the shared voice
and you can direct it only to social-cultural non-profit ventures
of the people?”
that don’t change.”
Patrick Doyle added comments on how he tried to understand
the Convergence theme of “hope”: “There is something strange
about the word ’hope.’ It is not really a verb. It offers no conceptual quality to understand; rather, it is more of a feeling.” This
would be taken up further in our first group conversation the next
morning. Unless an artist supplied me with their comments later,
the following will not necessarily be a complete or literal record
of what various artists presented about their work or said in the
conversations, but only what I could capture “on the fly” in my
(not always fully legible) notes.

Nathaniel acknowledged that today politics is so volatile and
contentious that it is difficult to take seriously for many people.
But he wanted to relate to “a long trend in the U.S. of connecting
democracy with a liberal arts/humanities culture,” covering just
one, artistic aspect of this large topic.
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He began with a striking story from Bogotá, Columbia, from the
book by Doris Sommer. In the 1990s Bogotá was probably the
most dangerous, lawless cities in Latin America. It was risky to be
out on the street at night. The U.S. State Department unilaterally
recommended that people don’t travel there. There was a mood

of anxiety with unpredictable behavior in public
spaces. Bogotáns were leaving the city if they could
afford to – or else staying and hiring bodyguards for
their kids to go to school. Corruption was rampant,
and it was one of the most difficult social-political
situations in recent history.
But then in 1995 an unconventional, artistic person
was elected mayor (actually twice, from 1995 to
1997 and from 2001 to 2003): Antanas Mockus.
Under his mayorship things changed radically. The
murder rate dropped 67% in six years. Traffic-related
deaths dropped 51%. Tax income to pay for public
works increased by 300% with a good portion of it
from tithing.

Drive, based in sensory perception and compelling
feeling and sensuousness.
How does this relate to politics? Schiller said all
public activity will be dominated by one of these
tendencies. The Form-Drive tends to characterize
ethical campaigns and the state, especially when
based on unfeeling reason. For Schiller the key
warning example was the French Revolution. Even
the most articulate defenders of the Revolution lost
their lands as a result of it. Pure reason gives one
little sensibility for the individual person. The Sense
Drive can affect mercantile relations, including political bribery, which can lead to “barbarism.” For
Schiller, the aristocrats were barbaric [pitiless]. It is
in the Play-Drive area where Schiller suggests you
have freedom and democracy, such as a voluntary
acknowledgement of the law.

Nathaniel related just one of Mockus’s many original
initiatives. He replaced corrupt traffic police with
professional mimes, who directed traffic in playful,
artistic ways. They would try to shame those making
Nathaniel then showed us slides of three works of
Joseph Kosuth One and Three Chairs
an infraction, usually ignoring crosswalks (using 1965 wood chair, photograph, text art and asked us to describe each one. Here are some
false crying, for example) or applaud
of the initial group comments for each:
them. He eventually used 400 traffic
* Joseph Kosuth One and Three Chairs
mimes in his six years. Mockus said that
1965 wooden chair, photograph, blownhe thought when they introduced playup dictionary definition for “chair” –We
ful, artistic innovations into the center
must think the difference between the
of Bogotá, the fearful mood of the space
three “chairs.” If you take away one,
was replaced by calm and admiration.
with only two left, it is different. A very
Such admiration is the foundation of
austere artwork.
democracy.
* Thomas Kincaid Cozy Cottage –
Kitschy, it tries to appeal to my feelings.
What makes people voluntarily want to
It expresses warmth, family, the world in
follow public laws? True democracy is
good golden light. It is like a Hallmark
when a person feels, “I see it is a good
card with a cozy, friendly/familial emolaw and I want to follow it rather than
tion, “graphic propaganda.” Sentimental
relying on external reward and punishbut sincerely Christian, bringing peace
ment.” The example in Bogotá is one of Thomas Kincaid Cozy Cottage painting
and pleasantness into peoples’ lives. It
voluntary acknowledgement of demogoes a bit beyond the real. Is this comcratic law through playful aesthetic interventions.
mon for all art that’s not naturalistic?
Neither a carrot or a stick was used.
*Zoltán Döbröntei Untitled (Drummer) – It has
mystery. It is bright gold and dark above. There
In social life we should consider maintaining the
is a crescent moon above and on the bottom of
status quo as opposed to artistic intervention.
the drum; A simplified person in red, with his feet
What if playful, artistic work is a transformative
way below – elongated proportions without much
power we haven’t learned to work with yet? What
shading. The composition has an up-and-down
if it is like a magic seed that sprouts and people
movement. Its color is more pure and primary.
become healthy? What if the seed is thought of as
a germinal point to be planted and cared for during
Axel Ewald summarized: “With each picture I
a year so that it can bear fruit and make a much
want to ask what part of my self is involved in
greater transformation?
this? With Kosuth, it is only my thinking; there is
nothing lively or to appeal to feeling. The Kincaid
Using Friedrich Schiller as an inspiration (espeis a complete illusion, but I feel myself there in the
cially his book Letters on the Aesthetic Education
illusory human. The ‘drummer picture’ is not seen
of Man from 1794), Nathaniel then tried to characas a reality; it’s a two-dimensional painting with
terize three different angles to consider this playcolors, forms, relationships, composition. These
ful aesthetic experience, using examples of three
are three different inner activities.”
mental tendencies we might have in relation to
other people. Schiller called them the Form Drive,
Nathaniel then resumed by commenting that today
based on reason and rationality; the Play Drive,
we have a very generous conception of art. For
Zoltan Döbröntei Untitled (Drummer)
based in feeling and relationship; and the Sense
Schiller the Kosuth work would not be a founda15

tion for democracy but for an eternal(?) state. The foundation of
the seemingly pleasant world depicted by Kincaid is corruption,
egotism, rule by force, and bribery. In the Döbröntei painting
there is a balance between thinking and feeling, beauty, and a
clear composition.

Comment by Axel Ewald: The Play Drive can be completely
subverted and co-opted by commercial interests (re. the Guiness commercial). Is something else needed? It needs a form
of purpose. The aesthetic sense serves the Sense Drive, serves
consumeristic Capitalism. Our artistic activity is feeding cmmercialization and consumerism. This is leading to the end of an
earth that can support any state. Consumerism is popular and
spreading around the world.

Schiller wrote that you will know you have been in the presence
of artistic beauty or artistic space if when you leave you felt you
could do “anything” – sing or do mathematics – if you feel like a
whole person ready to do anything. This was Schiller’s “golden
rule” for artistic judgment.

One of the most famous defenders of liberal arts (humanities)
education in America now is Martha Nusbaum. She wrote the
book Not for Profit: Why Democracy Needs the Humanities in
2010 on how important the liberal arts education is for the humanities. The New York musical Hamilton is an amazing work of
art, is top-notch theater. But is it good? It is artistically interesting
but socially-politically not – because it is so expensive (about
$400 for the cheapest seats).

90% of American children go to public schools. Cynics feel the
real mission of public school has been to train obedience, not
develop creativity. Doris Sommers writes about how experiments
of engaging kids in creativity enhanced their ability to learn a
range of intellectual and social skills. They used pictures, including of letters as images, as animals, as
in Waldorf education. What is more
like abstract art than the alphabet? In
Waldorf you learn the letters as pictures and stories. Nathaniel showed
photos of artistic Waldof main lesson books, stating that Waldorf tries
to make education aesthetic. Some
practical progress has been made in
these and some other schools, but
they are elite. If it’s supposed to be
the foundation for democracy, everyone must be able to participate. But
only the elite, those with money, are
being playful and creative. These are
critiques of Schiller.

There was good public theater in
ancient Athens. Everyone went to the
performances of Sophocles’ plays.
Nothing was commercial. They were
community cultural events with no
financial barriers. What is needed in
the U.S. is not expensive musicals
from New York City but regional
culture so that there are local repertory theaters all over the U.S. Why
do people go? Consider the Bread
and Puppet Theater, where you get
bread with garlic butter after each
show. Arts and culture are nourishment. On one level, they nourish
part of everything. Even if we have
a vibrant economy, we don’t have
quality culture. Without it can we
be, can our culture be, a democracy?

Nathaniel then showed a video of a Nathaniel Williams lecturing with Schiller’s three drives outlined on
very skillfully filmed, $7.5 million a blackboard
2011 Guiness commercial involving
native people in a primitive village cheering for the arrival of
Guiness, with the message: “Good things come to those who
Check out Laura Summer’s Art Dispersal initiatives, where
wait.” This was an example of how today artistic talent and
you can but don’t have to bring an artwork back and also can
funding mostly goes into entertainment and corporate advertismake a donation. Think how much art actually costs. More art
ing. That is how to get paid for developing your artistic talent.
everywhere is what is needed, not necessarily great masterpieces.
Some people do this with the fine arts. What is the result of this
We at Free Columbia also put on a few puppet shows, in parks,
commercial? What happened after this? Just drinking Guiness.
schools, picnics, with no tickets involved.
To whom would we teach creativity? Do we have the money
to give everyone an elite education? $150 billion was spent on
advertising in 2016. $81 billion is the total budget for the U.S.
Department of Education. $7.5 million was spent for a single
commercial. Artistic education is not a matter of money but of
priorities. We have a lot of money.
Schiller would disagree with the opinion sometimes voiced that
aesthetic education and creativity are two different things. His
Play Drive is an aesthetic experience and connected to creativity.
But Schiller was writing for a society that doesn’t exist. Real
democracy never existed. The Play Drive was never a driving
impulse of a society. Alexander Hamilton said the United States
is a commercial republic. His understanding of human nature, or
anthropology, was very different than Schiller’s.

The problem is not money. It is not lack of creative talent. It is
lack of appreciation, not our imaginations. If no examples existed
of what I mean, then the problem would be a lack of money. We
have examples in the non-profit sector, such as public radio.
Consider our Congress and politics and President Trump. What
can you do in a democracy without administration? Bipartisanship is a related issue. You can use it to obtain political gains, or
reconcile an economic disparity, or gain attention for an issue
– but that is like eating a seed rather than planting it.
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Is authentic hope possible? Can you tell me you have faith in
the future, seriously? I have real hope for the future in this direction – not just cultural but also economic and political. This
is one direction of thoughts that I have been working on with
the relationship between the aesthetic and democracy. Even the

sciences can become “aesthetic education.” This is what I take
hope from in thinking about the future of democracy.

as manifested and carried by our selves in this lifetime in the
continuum of each of our personal karmic destinies.”

Comments from the discussion:
Martin Summer: I read Barack Obama’s book on his life. It
seems good and gives his various involvements, but there is no
art in it. How can you lead a country with true imagination if
there are no arts?

Martina Muller: Over the last thirty-plus years I’ve tried to connect my artwork with meditation, especially Rudolf Steiner’s
lectures on the Gospel of St. John. After you’ve read two or
three of these lectures you feel your chakras just glow. I always
do a meditation or prayer first before doing my artwork. Work
with the Gospel stirs a liveliness of spirit and perceptiveness and
playfulness or openness of chakras or liveliness that can flow into
the art. My hope is that it will resonate with everyone’s human
spiritual experience. I look for immersion into one’s own creative
flow, not any concern with “glamour,” celebrity, or wealth. My
biggest question: How is art sustainably held in society? Some
artists make millions of dollars. On a recent trip, I saw really awful contemporary art in Portugal, concerned with child abuse, etc.

Patrick Doyle: Alex de Tocqueville said 150 years ago that
America has no artists because people are too busy working
(emphasis on the will). Democracy can’t possibly maintain
itself without creativity. The right to assemble can subtly be
taken away from us. If there are no places available for people
to assemble, democracy is disassembled. There is manipulation
going on trying to manage the population. We need a huge strategic mobilization, like in 1908 in Europe. Waldorf education
originally grew out of that
Martin Summer: Real change comes from family culture. Every
single household is so powerful. We can do this ourselves.
Nathaniel: Schiller said that the state does not form the character
of a people. Only art can do this.

Morning Conversation, Thursday, August 10

Patrick Doyle offered some poetic reflections on
hope as a threefold manifestation, so that the being of earth becomes a star in the spirit dance of
the universe, as mediated and carried by ourselves.
Regarding the Garcia Lorca reading, Theory and
Play Of the Duende, he felt that Lorca’s definition
of duende was striving for a force, not a labor or a
thought (although he considered thinking as action,
like hope). Our creativity manifests in trying to understand what is coming toward us in our personal
lives. We are driven to create. We each manifest the
duende. Later he offered this poetic summary of his
comments:

David Adams: I don’t relate too much to these leading questions
for this event. For me the answer to all of them is simply to manifest our unique human potential of being creative. In American
popular culture today nearly everything is or is derived in some
way from “art.”
Nato Thompson’s Culture as Weapon deals with the
various ways in which those in power use culture and
devices from the arts to maintain and expand their
influence, and the role we all play in that process.
The age-old avant-garde demand that art become
part of everyday life has been realized; art and life
have in fact merged – but not necessarily in the way
we might have wished. It is mostly the case that
commercial, corporate culture has co-opted the arts.
Thompson gives various examples, but I only want
to mention one here, since I am currently involved
in a version of this.

This is a process that has been repeated many times in
modern history around the world. A once-flourishing
urban location begins to deteriorate and property
“Hope
values fall. This allows artists to be able to afford
as a verb – is the inner work of forming the essential
to begin to move into this area and establish their
Word as Deed ( Word Thought)
studios and bohemian lifestyle. Once the artists have
Hope
Patrick Doyle contributes
arrived,
the culture and community of the neighboras a process – is the inner sight that one allows Light
hood
begins
to
elevate
and become more interesting and engagto radiate from within… expressed as an articulated cosmic
ing.
This
tends
to
increase
property values as it becomes a more
design
desirable
neighborhood
to
live in. Wealthier parties purchase
Hope
property
and
move
into
the
neighborhood,
gentrifying it so much
as a feeling – that permeates the heart and again shines from
that
the
artists
can
no
longer
afford
to
live
there,
so they gradually
both within and outside.
move
to
“greener
pastures.”
The
presence
of
art
has functioned
Hope
to
increase
property
values
and
real
estate
profits
and
has not led
as an awareness – of the presence of spiritual beings
to
a
long-term
presence
of
artists
and
art.
Hope
as an understanding – of the dance of the passing of the golden
Eiren Graver: What is art, really? Is it only something that hangs
urns in every moment and every season upon the Earth
on a wall?
Hope
is the act – of unifying the spiritual evolution of Humanity in a
Sampsa Pirtola: I want to say something about the question of
deed -thought that becomes an object that radiates and transforms
art and life: I studied Arts Management, worked in museums and
the Being of the Earth. . .
galleries some years, acquired stage experience, also in comicInto a Star
making companies. As a graphic designer I found I could work
That radiates through the spiral of the galaxy in the spiral dance
in big, well-equipped offices. There it was like a playground,
of the universe 		
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difference between duende and “muse.” There are so many muses
and ways to get hyped up and be creative,but I have to ask if I am
bringing anything valuable into being. There is a division between
what is arty and what is “sexy.” I try to figure out how to work
intentionally to bring or give space for something that is duende,
not muse – also in my work with practical art. There are lots of
tricks and tools to make work sexy, but that may not offer any
real nourishment. You can confuse devouring art with loving it.
You don’t want to devour or dominate something authentic. That
kind of work does something for me without me having to exert
my power over it. Then I can
be still and let something else
be there.

an experience more creative than in art schools or museums.
Everyone was having a good time. Afterward the art museum
environment seemed so dry, gray, and boring. It was a telling
duality experience. Can it be that today the creative process is
specialized for some people with the money?
Jason Healy: I ponder the impact on art of evolution, time,
zeitgeist. What it meant to be a human being 5000 years ago
was different than now. I’ve been making a copy of a Raphael
painting. What was duende for Raphael or Michelangelo is different than for us now. I use the
term “true” for duende. What
is human in art keeps changing. Capitalism is part of the
challenge now. Human goals
change over time. What have
we made of our society? We
are going into unknown territory on how to exist together
today in society. What is the
best content for art?

Patrick Stolfo: Art is a realm
of evolution that we all have.
We all long to be stimulated
in our soul – sexy or cerebrally stimulated or oriented
– These are all in the realm of
the soul. How can we find our
way out of the current cultural
situation? It comes back to
education. Rudolf Steiner
gave up on the threefold social organism because people
were not educated properly.
Coming out of public education myself, I feel like damaged goods. Even the realm of
soul needs education.

Soren Dietzel: I enjoyed reading the Lorca essay. Is duende
really what inspires hope for
art, that spark or fire? A flamenco group was mentioned,
but that is not necessarily
inspiring. Different things inspire hope for different people.
Even riches and celebrity are Jason Healy, Nathaniel Williams, Soren Dietzel, and Martin Summer converse
hopeful things for some people.
Acquiring and wearing “bling” like two gold chains inspires a
Christine Hales: There is a whole way of thinking about the delot of people. Can I tell them their hope is irresponsible? Hope
velopment of soul and spirit through embracing suffering. This
and inspiration are linked together.
is a Christian model to arrive at truth that is meaningful, that
doesn’t deny the role of pain in the process.
Nathaniel Williams: There are different inspirations for different
times and people. “Duende” is a Spanish word with no English
Working with Inspiration, a sharing by Jen Zimberg and
equivalent. Lorca doesn’t equate it with the muse or all artistic
Laura Summer, Thursday evening, August 10  
inspiration. He relates it to Dionysus. It is to care about the nature
of place and people, to come with an open mind. We need to be
awake to peculiarities and strange American persuasions in our
capitalistic society. We need to have enough interest and care
to be specific. How can we overcome the coopting of art into
commercial, elitist manifestations? We want more people to be
involved. What are the growing points? What really nourished
people – experience as a community with social aspirations that
can grow organically, not like an import. For example, the puppet
theater Doris Sommer writes about.
Patrick Doyle: Capitalists steal from the best. Can we overwhelm
them with art?
David Adams: They steal what is most effective.

Jen and Laura speak about inspiration with the Joan of Arc icon

Laura and Jen began by saying they wanted to present aspects
of their previous work in a manner somewhere between a performance, conversation, presentation, and an experiment – with
especially something about Joan of Arc, including a song by Jen,
Laura began by commenting that you don’t have to know what
is going on, what is important, to come to terms with life as an

Christine Hales: Contemporary Muslim regimes also use or steal
from artists. How do we step out of the trainwreck in art today?
We need to be carried by empathy. How do we overcome the
“David Adams problem” of gentrification?
Martin Summer: This is a question in my own work and life: The
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artist. Art is the power
to change people and
society. Many of the preparatory readings for this
Convergence were about
working artistically and
promoting positive
change. Her question
while working on a piece
was to show what it is
we work with in the artistic process that makes
change likely and what it
is to be human. As musicians transform sound,
and dancers transform
movement, she asked
what she could do as an
artist to respond to the
situations of our time?
She came to the idea of working with the Gospel of St. John as
she had done previously. She wondered if she could create exercises for others to work through this Gospel. She experienced
that working through
it was like a spiritual
path, where something
changes if you do it. She
could only experience
it through painting and
drawing.

Laura showed slides of the 42 paintings he made from this work
(see examples illustrated).
Jen then took over, beginning by showing a “modern icon” painting by Christine Hales of Joan of Arc (see illustration below).
Christine then spoke about how inspiring the story of Joan is.
By bringing her concern to God, Joan was transformed from an
illiterate French peasant into one of the greatest military geniuses
of her time. She felt it was an honor to paint an image of Joan and
asked who more deserved icon-like gold leaf on her halo. She
also remarked on the “extraordinary conjunction” to be presented
to us of Jen’s song and the icon painting.
Jen described some of her creative process behind the song she
wrote. She said she has even taught workshops on that process.
She experiences that artists are very changeable, even with
their convictions.
She has found that
ideas coming to
her already in a finished form become
a kind of burden
after a while., so
she doesn’t pay so
much attention to
that form of inspiration. More
helpful are ideas
that “flow,” like a
musical.

She started working
She was particuwith it, received inner
larly inspired by
pictures, and then asked
reading the book
what artistic exercise
of Mark Twain’s
would help people get
personal recollec- Laura Summer A New Commandment – Love
that picture. Surpristions of Joan of One Another from The Gospel of St. John
ingly, this was like stepArc. She recalled
ping into a river, mova day in February two and a half years ago when she first had
ing beyond your own
the idea for the Joan of Arc story told through a song on stage.
choice. After 8 or 9 of
Something began to change in her as she kept reading the Joan
these she broke her right
of Arc book and wrestling with her song ideas. She had the sense
arm (in March). But she Laura Summer The Woman Caught in Adultery
that this was something she was definitely going to do, as if she
was still in the river. So
was hired for this job. She had a “knowing” of doing this task for
she continued by dictating drawing exercises into the computer
one and a half years before she wrote anything down, receiving
and drawing a couple of lines. As described and pictured in her
various inspirations. For example, she recalled looking at a cherry
new book Making Free, there are 42 exercises in
tree in spring and it telling her something about the
all, though not comprehensively developed by each
story and artwork. She wrote down every question
chapter and verse and not illustrating the Gospel
she had about this project. At first pictures came and
content, but more like an image or movement through
moved her mainly when she was still and waiting.
which one can contemplate its meaning. A person can
It was through the process of committing to the task
do all of them with pencil and paper and then, as an
and creating a quiet space in her, to which songs
option, can work further to create finished paintings
could come. This was like a conversation, which she
based on the exercises. Laura said she used paper
would let go and see if something moves it further.
and ink, starting with pencil, and then layered them
Her experience of inspiration was that the song was
with colláged white paper, walnut ink, India ink, or
built up from both sides of this conversation.
pastels.. She said she generally doesn’t have inner
experiences in color, but experiences things more as
Mark Twain tells Joan’s story in the first person,
movements that she has to translate into color in her
including the village where she grew up, her going
Christine Hales Joan of Arc icon
paintings (or sometimes as directions). To conclude,
to war, her meeting the prince (later king) , and more,
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morning’s conversation were seated in a “fishbowl” circle in center
of the room, where they were the only ones able to speak. Before
anyone else could speak, someone in the fishbowl had to give up
his/her chair so that someone else could take it in order to speak.
Carrie Gibbons commented that she is always thinking about German artist Joseph Beuys, who worked with a quality of warmth that
she tries to infuse into her own practice and convey in her work.
Just after the U.S. presidential election she was feeling disconnected to a significant portion of the population of the country and
realized that, in striving to raise her level of consciousness about
how she lives, she had actually narrowed her world so that she
was completely out of touch with the things many other people
cared about and which actually formed her country. So she was
reminded that it is important to discover the things she doesn’t
know and the people she doesn’t understand. “As an artist, it’s
always important to reach out to a place you don’t know and find
a connection and movement into it. “
Axel Ewald added that for many years he has pondered the question of the connection between art and life. “Are they two entirely
separate things? Although I ‘knew’ they were connected, I began
to look at artistic production as one thing and also, separately,
the ‘artistic mode.’ If there is the latter, it means I don’t necessarily have to produce artwork as beautiful objects. If there is an
‘artistic mode,’ maybe I can apply it for
anything else – washing dishes, human relationships, etc.” A question related to the
work of Joseph Beuys as social sculpture
began to occupy him. What would be the
aim of “sculpting” in invisible materials?
Artistic thinking for him is a particular kind
of sensitivity and awareness, not a linear
but a holistic, connected, and imaginative
thinking. This is a way of looking at life
as a metaphor. “Life’s practical aspect with
a purpose can also be elevated or seen as
a metaphor, as a piece of poetry – also
conversation if done with a special kind
of consciousness. This is a question I am
exploring. It can really change the whole
way I look at life – thinking, connecting
with people, and nature. It is a key to our
overcoming the gap between art and life.”

Jen Zimberg performing her song “If I Am to Live”

up until she was buried. The narrator of Jen’s song already holds
before her the whole story from beginning to end and can compare the significance of small moments. Last summer Jen traveled to the tiny village where Joan was born and saw her home,
the church she prayed in, and the nearby
hills with sheep. She felt the experience
of human activity over a long time is still
there. During Joan’s childhood there was a
dire political situation in France, with the
English there. Her rural village is where
the Burgundians were, who were French
that sided with the English. So her deeds
were really as outlandish as possible. The
narrator of the song remembers Joan of
Arc’s life from experience.
Playing guitar, Jen then sang her Joan of
Arc song, “If I Am to Live,” and also a song
about the Dauphin, Prince Charles (the true
prince whom no one thought had a chance
to rule), whom Joan inspired and guided,
asking him to lead “as angels supplied lots
of golden courage for their plans.”

Eiren Graver spoke about the potentials of
At the end, upon request from the audibeing artists in our lives, seeing life as a
ence, Laura showed the slide show of her
performance, and blurring the line between
42 paintings again while Jen sang her song
art and life. She recommended we become
along with it, layering together these two Laura Summer Nicodemus, from the Gospel of St. John
aware of our “breathing” between giving
projects in an interesting way. Audience members commented that
and receiving when we enter a space. “A singer performing is the
the forms in her paintings involved many rounded shapes with
most powerful space I know. I’m interested in how spontaneous
light-dark transitions, including lots of lemniscate variations, even
communities can arise and how visual art can come into that (for
ones that turn inside out. Another comment remarked about the
example, the collaboration of Jen and Laura last night). This could
“in-between,” “almost sacred” phenomenon of paradox, pointbe an associating of words and images, but live, not like a video.
ing to a mystery place that reason and logic alone cannot reach.
I’m interested in how interdisciplinary forms can connect.”

Morning Conversation, Friday, August 11   

For this second group conversation, Laura introduced a new format in which the five people who didn’t contribute to yesterday
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Susannah White spoke about her own feeling of being full of hope
and joy in her life – in her surroundings, in the people she meets,
and in what they do together. All of these are meetings or conversa-

tions of some sort that she happily engages in. She noted that we
human beings have the control to manipulate our environment
in ways outer nature can’t. We should appreciate our abilities to
anticipate the future, remember the past, and tell stories. These
can be a source of joy for us, although as a teacher of weaving,
she works with some kids who can’t control their thumb and index
finger, who only know swiping on digital devices.

ability to change from more negative to more positive qualities,
using the creative power of our thinking and our ego bringing
movement into our thinking and perceiving. He has hope because
the expression of art is relevant to everyday life and people. The
transformative quality of art is always possible if we just have the
will to carry it out and have appropriate dialogues to support it.
Nathaniel said he valued everyday people celebrating culture. Art
can be something very attached to the personality of the artist,
but for him art is not a kind of personal possession that he has
to give to other people, but rather he feels inspired with something to create and give when he is in the presence of another
person or an audience or working toward a community event.
“There is something future-oriented in that. The place of art is
in community, not in geniuses who will charismatically bring
the nourishment to everyone else.“

Jen Zimberg asked a question she has been living with: “If art
and life are separate, is art so healthy or healing?” There are
so many resources going into advertising today. She recalled a
thought (more or less) from an Emerson essay: “We are poor in
conversation and we fear we don’t have enough interesting things
to share, so we put nice rugs on the floor to distract others and
feed them ice cream.” This (ironically) led a couple of others to
suggest that we should offer ice cream and coffee when we exhibit
our art, to lure people to experience the artwork.
Patrick Stolfo opined that art is not just hope but also a promise
about what we’ve lost in our earthly journey, a promise that
there is always something more that transcends the earth and
mundane things.

Eiren commented that being turned outward in sympathy is important. In this regard she often finds the projects and activities
of non-artists to be positive – for example, building a barn. In
such situations she feels able to be inspired so that something
that will be acknowledged as valuable can take place.

Susannah offered the example of a project done with children
in Buffalo, where they were given cameras to take photographs
of their favorite things and then write haikus about the resulting pictures. One nine-year-old boy made a picture of his very
simple, bare bedroom with an old-fashioned sunburst clock on the
wall, because he was excited about the clock and how beautiful
it was. The lesson from this was that people perceive their lives
very differently.

Susannah remarked that you can often realize that your most
creative role may be to get out of the way of something happening, for example when working with kids. That is another
kind of skill. She mentioned a Bread and Puppet Theater poster
showing a hammer with wings and quoting an Emily Dickinson
poem about hope being this thing with feathers. This indicates
that the inspiration part (wings) is relatively minor in comparison
with the labor part.

Laura Summer added that it was an interestMartin Summer made a series of comments
ing question to her whether her aesthetic
about the virtues of becoming just an instruhelped or hindered her work with others, that
ment (using the example of a flute), being
what is beautiful or valuable to her could be
willing to not bring personal clutter to other
either a problem or a strength. She related
people’s lives but being content to play our
that she offered artistic activities for a couple
role in the whole band or symphony. “If we
of years in the men’s prison in Hudson. To
only listen to our own instrument, it’s not
be effective with some prisoners she had to
quite a jam.” Nathaniel added that one of the
offer them materials and an approach they
most famous, older symbols for inspiration is
already knew and desired, such as drawing,
a wind harp in an open window. This reflected
cartoons. What the other prisoners, who had
the idea that what happened in you as an artisnever drawn or painted, really responded to
tic “genius” did not originate from within you,
wet-on-wet watercolor work. They really Katie Schwerin’s Moving Colored Light Art Theater and you couldn’t take personal responsibility
entered into color and found it was healthfor having created it. Continuing the musical
bringing to them. But the former prisoners could not really see
instrument metaphor, Frank Agdrama added that much of the
any value in the wet-n-wet approach compared to what they
work with a flute is cleaning it all the time, and Patrick Doyle
already knew how to do.
observed that then it is even more “empty.”
Martina Muller applied this idea of diverse perspectives to how
we look at and interpret art. She has noticed a number of basic
elements to composing pictures, such as movement from darker
to lighter and the reverse, movement gradations, and movement
contrasts. Questioning our own preferences and trying to bring
these basic elements into our art teaching can make the artistic
work become a truly human experience. But we need to discern
what are these essential elements.
Patrick Doyle added that our full human reality includes our

Evening Artistic Presentations, August 11
Katie Schwerin (with others)
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First up were two performances prepared and directed by Katie
that presented her artistic medium of “moving colored light” and
were open to the public, both shown on the same wood-framed
flat screen with various operators behind creating the effects
seen by the audience on the front of the screen: 1) The English
folk tale of “The Hedley Kow” was offered in a colored-light
shadow-puppet version with live music and singing by artists

Katie Schwerin, Leah Rainy, Nathaniel Williams, etc.); and 2)
The light-art presentation of the recorded Eric Whittaker 2000
choral musical composition “Sleep” was presented by Nathaniel
and Katie.
“The Hedley Kow” is a legend about a mischievous elemental
being who bestows its blessings and friendship on a very accepting and hopeful old woman (who passes its progressive trials or
temptations of gifts of a pot of gold, silver, iron, and stone). This
was presented to a delighted group of adults and visiting children
with changing colored lighting, silhouetted figures and scenes,
and occasional “special effects” along with related instrumental music, sound effects, and an original, very catchy song by
Leah Rainy performed with group voices, guitar, recorder, and
rhythm instruments (with the behind-the-screen effects handled
by “Emma and Christopher”).
“Sleep” was presented with Nathaniel operating the mixing box
for the ever-changing colored lights (mounted to rear-project
different colors from both sides behind the screen) and Katie
achieving an amazing variety of formal colored effects that visu-

Above: Three still shots from “The Hedley Kow” performance

Above: Two still shots from the “Sleep”light-art performance

ally interpreted the music simply by sensitively manipulating a
large cut piece of flat, thin “posterboard” from behind the screen
(see photographs). The lyrics of “Sleep” are from an artistic
depiction of the process of sleep in a poem by Charles Anthony
Silvestri. Katie has posted a video of her version of the “light-art”
performance at https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ce_Vb9ctP-0
as well as a “behind the screen” version at https://www.youtube.
com/watch?v=3GZjP0ylTqk.
Katie manipulating the light effects behind the screen in “Sleep”
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Still shot from the “Sleep” light-art performance by Eric Whitacre

Parenthetically, there also is a 2011 “Virtual Choir” online video
digitally assembled from 2,052 performances of the first two
minutes of “Sleep” from 1,752 singers in 58 countries, individually recorded and uploaded to YouTube between September 2010
and January 2011, following a “conductor video” by Whitacre
(see https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6WhWDCw3Mng).
The piece is also available on Whitacre’s album Light & Gold.

Patrick Doyle “dancing” the 4 seasons & Soren improvising on tenor sax

on a chalkboard (left-hand section). If I grasped them correctly,
the symbols were:

Patrick Doyle

Patrick, a theater manager, actor, and dramatist, began by reciting
lines from Shakespeare’s “The Tempest” about thought and also
a sonnet by Shakespeare that he said has been part of his life and
work for over three decades and which begins:

Summer

Winter

Autumn (Time
of Michael)

He then poetically described the movements through the course of
the seasons in a lively way, partly in relationship to his symbolic
blackboard drawings. I was only able to capture some fragments
from his descriptions: From winter we go into the depths where
the gnomes are active in a contraction process. With spring comes
a time of gaiety, of the spiral growth movements of plants, out
toward the cosmos, etc. The germinating forces arise that activate
the seeds of the future (Archangel Uriel and the cosmic forces
of time).

“If the dull substance of my flesh were thought,
Injurious distance should not stop my way;”
Regarding some of the Convergence conversation topics so far,
he said that, for him, a thought becomes real, like an object. To
think is more than an intellectual game.
He then described how he has studied the seasons during the last
years since he met Rudolf Steiner’s work, especially how that relationship is presented in an
amazing way in The Calendar of the Soul. In it there
is a pattern of relational
verses throughout the year.
There is this dimensionality
at every moment across the
being of the earth, where all
the forces of all the seasons
are active now. There is
a drama that passes from
one season to the next,
starting with spring. Patrick
then expressed the seasonal
qualities by gesturing and
dancing as a collaboration
with Soren Dietzel improvising on the saxophone.
Patrick said he is inspired
by four artistic symbols for
the seasons , which he drew Patrick Doyle presenting on the seasons

Spring
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After this, the future as embodied in seeds must be planted in
the earth. A purification
of the earth is necessary
for germination to occur.
The first force of the magnificent sword of Michael
falls from meteorites and
is driven into the earth to
purify it (center section
on blackboard). Then the
final force of germination
in the soil takes place in
winter, when all forces and
elementals are together.
Throughout the year there
is always a sense of movement. He characterized
what he presented is a kind
of linear movement, but
said there really is so much Patrick Doyle – blackboard chart of
more going on.
spiritual mysteries of the four seasons

In spring are the supersensible forces of Archangel Raphael. The
forces of spring are supported by the sword of Archangel Michael,
which penetrates the growing warming. First the caduceus happens, then the sword (right-hand section of blackboard). In the
winter the soul is supported by Uriel, although it is actually all the
sword of Michael. The seasons create a beautiful dance, but all
these things happen simultaneously all over the earth, and there
are these movements happening all the time. These forces are
maximally polarized all throughout the earth, constantly moving,
with everything being held in a perfect balance.

us create a world of peace and to combat the solidified thought
of destruction. No one wants to think about the atomic bomb any
more, but he feels it has never been more present. As this Art
Convergence contemplates the hope we have today and what is
means to have impact on humanity, he challenged us to bring the
awareness of that uniquely horrible event back out with the help
of the quarter million people/souls who are intensely still with us.

Elizabeth Lombardi

What is balance? It is recognized by humanity, but also in relation
to the spirit, all held together by this dance of forces. Reality is
relative to the same kind of thought of beingness. In that balance
is the possibility for hope in all humanity.
At our opening on August 9 Patrick had reminded us that that day
was the 73rd anniversary of the U.S. atomic bombing Nagasaki
in 1945. Last October he premiered here his drama “We Are All
Children of Hiroshima” that he has worked with over fifty years.
It is now a complete play that he will produce in the next year or
two. He said that this American act in 1945 was radically different
from acts ever before or since. He related it to the symbol on the
blackboard of Michael. The next atomic bomb that went off was
in testing in the desert during the spring, Afterward took place
“The Journey of Death.” When they went to look at the blast’s
results, they found that the desert soil was exposed 9 feet deep
and had solidified into glass (silicon). The destructive power is
beyond imagination.

Elizabeth Lombardi presenting with nonillumined tissue-paper pictures

Since 1981 she has been a veil painter from Long Island and
has taught in Waldorf schools. Her parents taught at the Rudolf
Steiner School in New York City. She creates illuminated color
experiments, composed of figures and scenes shaped from colored
tissue papers on a screen in a back-lit box. She has experimented

Elizabeth Lombardi – Two back-lit tissue paper images 2017

with different uses of tissue paper. Determining what colors are
put on top and what underneath for each image causes specific
effects in what we see when they are illuminated. Her previous
tissue paper works were on the theme “Metamorphosis of Fear.”
In creating the tissue paper picture, she used 5-7 layers of tissue
paper – in shapes mostly cut out, but occasionally also using
hand-torn pieces. She described the first, left-hand picture as a
more interior view, and the second as more exterior.

Hiroshima Ground Zero, Japan, 1945

He said he does not understand why after August 6, 1945, the U.S.
government made it illegal to speak or communicate anything
about radiation, a ban which lasted until 1952. They allowed
no images of the bombing of people, except as viewed from far
above. Now he feels the need to go into that “space” and recreate
what that act really was. Every 72 years the sun travels 1 degree,
so a human life is only a “day” in the life of the sun. From this
viewpoint, the bombing was really only “yesterday.” We still need
something that helps us counteract this event, in which 140,000
humans died in less than 1 millionth of a second, in a flash of light
without soul. In the August 9 bombing approximately 80,0000
people died – not to mention those who died later. A huge group of
people was bound together by an act that instantly removed them
from life on the physical plane. Patrick appeals to them to help
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Both tissue paper images she showed were derived from earlier
paintings (also shown, see next page). Her second (right-hand)
tissue-paper work reminded her of another, earlier painting she
had done that concerned a memory of being a child and going
into the woods and how magical it was. It depicts a child going
back to the woods in memory, “The Journey Inside.” She said she
was painting this “self in woods “ work when she felt a person
wanted to be there – actually, the figure of a child – and added it.

the endeavor – the suffering, sacrifice, joy, engagement, and a
willingness to endure in the process even through suffering and
dark places, as is described in the Bible and Christian ideas. You
enter into this creative process not knowing if you’ll be met, and
then the artwork is the visual record of that encounter and how
you were met. “My real prayer is that my work gets to show that.
What’s missing in so much art today is a spiritual testimony of
our journey to embrace the dark things with the life of spirit and
then coming through it in a way that blesses and helps people.”
Elizabeth Lambardi The Journey Inside (left) and another painting

Elizabeth’s Joan of Arc paintings that she also showed
started with an argument with
her husband and a single red
brushstroke She was actually
thinking of Michael but felt
she wasn‘t up to that subject,
so Joan of Arc seemed to be
in the same spirit.

Leah Rainey

Leah has been working with
Katie Schwerin in New
Hampshire on interdisciplinary artistic performances and Elizabeth Lombardi Joan of Arc
said her interests included
visual arts, singing, and feminism. She sang a number of her
original, poetic songs while playing guitar, including Magazine
Street, Breakdown, Grief, Time, Body Boat,
and The Space between Stars. She said she
writes her songs on paper, often in a journal,
and her song names come from there. She first
of all wrote the lyrics for the Hedley Kow song
and then the melodies started to come.

Soren Dietzel then shared a thought he had been having the last
couple of days thar related to going into a dark place and what
hope means. He said the process is like a mountain we set out
to climb; it is a hard climb during which we gradually see more
and more of the view, until finally there is a full 3600 view. But
then you have to walk back down the mountain, and at the bottom
you can only see one thing, one aspect of that lofty view. He was
particularly struck by what Axel said about living life in an artful
way, which he sees as a hopeful idea. “I hope to see the day that
everyone could live artistically.”
Frank Agrama asked several questions concerning whether contemporary Americans can really share in these ideals and how
they can be integrated into our material lives.
Eiren said her goal was to develop a more holistic experience of
other people, where we are allowed to feel emotions like grief or
depression. She finds if she can get these out of her in a song she
writes, it can become a beautiful result.

David Adams commented that a “dark place” in our lives is just
a place in us that is still unconscious. Rudolf
Steiner spoke about how, if we manage to penetrate such “places” with consciousness, they no
longer cause suffering in the same way because
we know how to navigate them, we understand
them, as modeled for us in characters in his
Mystery Dramas. He also said that the ideal of
beauty in art (or life) in the past functioned as
Morning Conversation, Saturday,
more of a (justified) luciferic escape or protecAugust 12  
tion from harder, uglier realities of life, whereas
Nathaniel introduced this last morning connow and in the future more ahrimanic ugliness
versation by requesting that no entirely new
needs to enter into art. Understanding of the balthemes or questions be introduced. The converance between the two one-sided tendencies of
sation format with the center “fishbowl” circle
temptation (Lucifer and Ahriman) comes from
of chairs for speakers was continued.
the Christ. One recommendation from Steiner
in his art history lectures was to look at the art
Christine Hales began by sharing her experiand society of the Renaissance. Some of the
ence yesterday of a combination of a gathering
greatest treasures of western art were produced
inner excitement beyond her own will along
then – by figures like Michelangelo, Raphael,
with a low point in her studio time. She said
Titian, and Botticelli – but their creation took
she pushed through this to come to some things Leah Rainey singing her songs to the group
place in the midst of a period of terrible warfare,
she has been wishing for over a long time. She
crimes,
corruption,
betrayals, and fascism. How did those two
went back to read the preparatory emails and readings for this
things
appear
together
on the world stage?
Convergence and found them very moving and exciting because
she found that they related so well. This event seemed to be an
Susannah asked us to become alert to who accompanies us in
answer to a lot of prayers she had for some time.
our suffering and dark moments in life. Both light and dark are
equally important for us. We can know all this as well as a sense
These concerned being among other artists of all kinds who care
in which we are alone and not. She didn’t have a clear answer to
about the life of the spirit and connect the life of the spirit to
what it is that is with you.
what they do – not necessarily what the artworks look like, but
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Martin Summer spoke about “bling,” a term from the advertising
world (adopted by hip-hop culture), for something young, flashy,
juicy, and sexy to desire and occupy yourself with. If you only
desire this, you will suffer when you don’t get the bling. After a
while, he commented, if I am this kind of person, I might start to
notice how dead that lifestyle is and that I have become a “leech.”
You can become consumed by the darkness of greed, vanity, and
the desire for comfy pleasure, leading to addictions like drinking
alcohol. Then you will need more and more strength to get some
reward or “rush.” But if you ask what you really want to bring
to the world in your life, how you can become a “flute,” you may
have to let go of things like a need for owning. Then the light can
come and you can be working out of love.

Martin pointed out that today we no longer live directly in nature
and a lot of our activity is removed from nature. He experiences
the quality of the natural world as deeply honest. But, for example,
his soul experience in his kitchen doesn’t tend to turn him toward
what carrots honestly are. For him art is a place where we can
bring an experience of honesty toward either life or something
higher.
Patrick Doyle spoke about the last petitions of The Lord’s Prayer,
about overcoming the etheric “irritation” element from each of
us to each other in “Forgive us our trespasses”; about the astral
element in “Lead us not into temptation”: and about the need to
make moral choices for our actions in “Deliver us from evil.” He
emphasized that this morality is what marks art and existence as
human work. “How do we access that? I have to have help – from
others, from the spirit, and by accepting that something real is
going on that is hidden [the spiritual]. I will try to go beyond the
temptation of not living up to that – tonight.”

Nathaniel commented on how art is conceived in the U.S. today.
Most artists just want to express themselves, whether it is “I feel
happy and free,” or “I have some things to work through.” This
is almost a therapeutic role where art has a personal therapy
character. That is an easy approach to take. But for Schiller it
will only be enough when you “play” – and when you ask what
the world-significance of art is beyond me. The tendency to
look at art only in personal terms is
troubling. We can ask how creating
art fits into the evolution of humanity
and the earth. There’s an anthropology
of materialistic, natural evolution, and
art easily fits into that conception as a
part of natural selection. But how can
we go beyond a personal experience of
the creative and the spiritual and think
of it in relation to the world? If art will
escape a certain egoism it is prone to, it
can become more. “I’m bothered that
art is a matter of individual expression and therapy. What is it socially,
ecologically, in world significance?”

Axel began by asking how we can be whole and moral. Our
morality does not come from outside us, and it has something to
do with wholeness. We are not whole,
but we can strive for it. We are not in
tune with the wholeness of our fellow humans or with nature. If we can
become more in tune, more whole,
we will become more moral. We can
strive for wholeness in ourselves, with
others, and with nature. In this, art is a
tool, a window, an instrument. For me,
even this conversational “fishbowl”
form and its rules that we are using
helps us to heighten our awareness
and listening and creates a particular
kind of space. It is a bit like doing
art – we create a space, rules, and
The conversation continues and spills outdoors during lunchtime an awareness we don’t usually have.
Martina Muller gave the example of
Then we can apply this to social life
traveling to a beautiful natural environment that gives you a good
and to nature. During this Convergence we are creating a physical
feeling. But the element humans can bring is missing. Say you go
space between us in nature (in our outdoor project at the Nature
to Italy, but what makes it great there is how human beings have
Institute) that can be a vessel for coming closer to the wholeness
united the physical and the spiritual and created amazing art, a
of nature. We might be able to save the geese, or maybe we’re
union of natural and spiritual.
too late. We may have to accept this. But if we try to understand
how the geese are related to the soul and where it came from, we
Nathaniel expressed the hope that more weight [in art] would be
can compose a new geese song, although the geese themselves
shifted to what is important in and for the world. As Aldo Leopold
will no longer be there.
remarked, “You can only fight for conservation of nature if you
really love it.” What happens if there is no more migrating geese
Nathaniel requested that he hopes Axel will keep this thought of
music? – if we only look at nature for its recreational value? There
“we have to accept it” to himself for now. Axel replied, “I meant
is something missing in just loving nature as recreation; we need
that we can make the inner effort to learn from how species are
the artistic appreciation of nature, too.
living in the wholeness of the world.”
Martina suggested that, as human beings, we can see “underneath”
the shape of, say, a tulip and can consciously move it out of its
physically given form in which nature has synthesized it. When
we are in nature there is still something that we want to go a
little bit beyond [that is, to the spiritual, which can be expressed
artistically]. Nathaniel agreed but cautioned that “we also need
to be present before we go beyond.”

Patrick Doyle commented that this was asking us to go into a
non-physical realm to seek the source. That is what the expansiveness of art can do. Seeking the source is the duende – saving
the essence of the geese.
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Axel responded that we don’t need to be lonely artists to do this:
We can make our efforts together and create between us a new
organ as human beings. We need not be great artists. We can agree

to this again, I started seeing in nature indications or support for
this intention to be the “witness to the light” in human beings.
Walking along my road, I watched bees with blossoms, the way
they are so connected with the blossom. I marveled at how they
did that with every different flower, even if another kind of blossom or some bush. I want to be able to do that with human beings,
to really be with them.”

on the rules and become a vessel to contact the spirit.
Christine said she appreciated this but asked how we find the
appropriate responsibility at times. Maybe sometimes a miracle
is needed. For example, Joan of Arc was willing to proceed even
though she was a woman and had no qualifications or backing. Because of this England met the foot of the French for the first time.
We need the discernment to tell what is needed at the right time.

She mentioned that obstacles come up for her in this quest. “The
way the obstacle happens is always when there are two people,
with one person bringing his or her light to the other. I’ve been
watching how people greet me when walking in Philmont, looking
for the life in the gesture and how it is coming toward me and
the other. I started to work with that.”

Patrick Doyle expressed that the possibilities are infinite within
the vessel Axel referred to, if we are open and accepting. That
is the essence of being human; because we are the fault, we can
initiate what is really a new state of mind, inspired by the role
of the vessel.
Jason Healy shared a prayer about Christ’s peace-filled presence
from Rudolf Steiner emphasizing the phrase, “I stand at peace
with the world.” This can help us deal with the world as a messy
place as well as with nature and our own actions.
Leah Rainy confessed that for a long time she was “a very navelgazing artist” who used art mostly for self-therapy. She eventually
stopped because she needed to know why she was doing it and
could then come back to it in a conscious way. She discovered
socially-engaged art as a new approach. The community wants
to be invited and involved in our artistic work, and it is exciting
to start thinking on a larger level outside of oneself.
Jen Zimberg said she tries to keep open to remembering that
a big part of the song-writing process is playing it for people.
While studying at Free Columbia a while ago they read a lecture
by Rudolf Steiner about architecture. The important thought for
her was: If the spaces we are in aren’t designed more intentionally, humanly, creatively, and artistically so that they reflect our
humanity, we will not receive moral impulses from our built
surroundings. The term “morality” is far away from us today, but
like a plant needs sunlight, we need moral light.

Carrie Gibbons Untitled 2017 layered wool

“This [“wool square”] piece is really about what I learned so
well from Goethean practice. You meet whatever you encounter
with a certain humility, kneeling down in awe and wonder in my
consciousness and bringing the warmth of attention to what it is.
“Each encounter I have interweaves into my life and practice. I
try to bring each gesture in. The felting and bringing it together
helps me bring into form what my experience is as I’m trying
to grasp it.”

Martin closed the conversation by observing that we haven’t
talked much about the role of striving to improve our artwork. Art
can be “super-important” to us because we are striving human beings. In various ways artistic work accelerates self-improvement
and striving to improve. The arts drive humanity forward.

Nathaniel related that he first saw this piece in the empty studio
in an open, clear area. It immediately made an impression on
him similar to how a color or a sculptural form or an interval
in a song could make an impression. He referred to the work of
Joseph Beuys and Carrie’s previous creation of and work with
“Listening Bowls” where “the materiality itself is a bit placed
on an altar. Something radiates through it because it’s isolated
and worked with. Something that always intrigued me about the
work of Joseph Beuys was the attempt to see spirit in the material
immediately, without any artistic treatment, just as a substance.
It is as if the artist had intensified the power of wood or wool or
whatever the material is.”

Saturday 30-Minute Presentations, August 12  
Carrie Gibbons

Carrie said she works a lot with nature and its wisdom, also the
human being, to develop a healing impulse into social arts, often
to bring something she has been working with into the social
realm, to heal a dissonance there.
She said it is a part of her ongoing practice that when she tries to
interweave something she already understands or has a deadline,
she brings something into form. What she now is interweaving
into her practice again is from work with the Gospel of John, especially to become a “witness to the Light.” She has been looking
at the light in human beings and trying to express that in her way.
“I’ve worked a lot out of nature. As soon as I turned my attention
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Carrie explained that the resulting [layered square] form for
her piece isn’t the form she had in her imagination when she
first came here. She wasn’t able to bring the form in the way
she imagined. She said that in her earlier work she only started

and another, “abstract”
painting. He spoke about
how many ideas and
connections, layers and
threads, came to him
while working on these
paintings. He mentioned
in the past he donated a
previous Raphael copy to
the Christian Community
Church in Boston., but
that, as mostly a sculptor,
he hadn’t painted for nine
years before he came
back home this summer.

working artistically this way during the “social sculpture” course
she took at Oxford Brookes University in England. Goethe said it
is important to wait in such a process. She felt she “grabbed her
inspirations” but had trouble getting the material substance she
wanted for them. So she had to return to the archetypal movement and wisdom she was working with and understand what
was aligned to that. She found she then would come up against
something or a new imagination and felt she was involved in a
“conversation.” The day before finishing she had to let go of the
imagination she originally had.

He would say that Raphael was also a “witness to the light.” In the
Canigliani Holy Family,
the light shines on Jesus and Mary directly, while the other half is
in shadow. This seems to indicate the past witnessing the future,
or the moon and sun. Working on the feet, watching people’s feet
and their personalities, was one of many portals to who a human
being is in this painting. He read Rudolf Steiner’s lecture talking
about it – the overflowing of youthful forces in it. He found that if
you aren’t fresh when you come to this, the figures can get “older”
as they become more formed and detailed – or parts of them.

Carrie Gibbons Untitled 2017 layered wool

Collaborating with others helped her to find a new imagination.
She worked some with Eiren, who helped her with her knowledge
to bring this piece into form. Frank also wanted to join in, with a
form she hadn’t worked with before. Although she used to have
sheep, she found she needed to learn about and work more with
the wool material. Then Leah introduced her to the wool felting process that helped her to finish the work. In response to a
question, Carrie added that she thinks of this piece as “a tool of
consciousness.” She could kneel on it, but if her intention is to
be a witness to the light, she must “bring my consciousness down
so I can look upward in awe and wonder at the light.”

On his journey [back into painting] he started with realistic copy
work and then explored how to do this non-objectively, using the
same techniques for both. “I sort of lost my way with painting and
what its function is, what it’s for. I enjoy it, but to lose your anchor
and float with no rules and constraints was almost too much for
me [i.e., with the non-objective painting]. I was still lost working
on it over the summer. I
had the experience that
when I painted the Raphael copy first, I then
could find my way with
the abstract painting. It
lent its form somehow
and clarified the direction how to go. I kept
hopping back and forth
between the two paintings.” He later said he
could get involved with
the drama of the forms
he knew in the Raphael
painting and then let go
more easily in the twodimensional space of the
abstract painting.

Two paintings by Jason Healy

Jason Healy

Jason showed two large paintings on easels that he had been
working on during the summer, a copy of Raphael’s Canigliani
Holy Family (The Holy Family with Saints Elizabeth and John)
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Another part of his journey was that he got involved creating an
altar painting for the Christian Community church in Boston and
then “got lost in this abstract painting.” Without a clear purpose,
he felt he didn’t know for whom he was painting it. Or, if an artist
is trying to sell a painting, he or she also can get mixed up and

really lost. During the Renaissance Raphael worked in his studio
with his people working out of the experience he brought with
him; he had little to do with what was going on around him. We
can create our own world within the temporal world

With one of his paintings related to the Saguaro story in a sketchbook on the piano, Frank then played a very clear, quiet, slowly
progressing piano solo with much emphasis on the individual
tones and a few chords. He tried to explain some of the elements and meanings of this, but it was not always clear to me.
He described the cactus plant growing, represented by a series of
eurythmy gestures for the consonants B, M, and then N. With the

Jason added more details in response to questions from the group.
He didn’t have any specific theme or title for the abstract painting.
His process often involves starting with a color and developing a
color conversation in the painting. He felt the abstract painting
“leans” the opposite way to come to form compared to the Raphael copy. With the Raphael copy he started with the brown and
white undergarments to get the modeling and transitions and then
started laying on color and light – up to forty layers. He started
the abstract painting out of movement. Part of his process is to
listen to music, sometimes to dance, and then a gesture comes
and he can work out of the movement of the gesture. He pointed
out a few specific details of his technique in the Raphael copy
(which he said is not quite finished regarding the background
landscape and the feet of the figures), for example, mentioning a
correspondence between the lacy veil and halo of Mary and the
curly brown hair of John the Baptist. Katie Schwerin added that
she felt a strong relationship between these two pictures.
In a short discussion about finishing coatings, Martina Muller
commented that if a varnish is used, the darker colors will become
deeper. It can give a kind of “luster” in contrast to the present
matt finish. A varnish helps waterproof the painting and allows
the darks to be more vibrant.

Frank Agrama playing the piano solo for his Saguaro story

latter, it is as if it meets a boundary, like the prick of a cactus. Then
he added, “The question of the moon comes up strongly now.
Rudolf Steiner said the moon used to be a part of the earth, and
the greatest teachers of [ancient] human beings were connected
to the moon. Then they left the earth together with the moon.
Within the moon they are still there in seclusion.” He then spoke
of using music to go through all the planets and their qualities to
reflect how the evolutionary process was – for example, Saturn
takes a long time. He felt the moon phase can connect with heart
relationships. There is an effort of trying to create a purification
and deepening of what was, but the foundation is always love.

Frank Agrama
“I come from Los Angeles,
and work with the community
of Café Elderberries, a hub for
social change and interchange
in Hollywood founded out
of anthroposophy. Anthroposophy for me is a pathway of
spiritual-personal development
that leads into a large social
involvement and conversation
– a vehicle for meeting the
world and self. One of the two
founders of the Café, Orland
Bishop, works with conversation and has been a mentor to
me.”
“My first Knowledge of Higher Frank Agrama presenting
Worlds study group led to the
inspiration for a story of a cactus called Saguaro on a spiritual
journey, a spiritual initiation story I’d like to present with music,
movement, and light – but I need help with the visual aspect of
it. I’ve been working on this for about three years, but for about
a year I haven’t been able to really bring this story into my practice. It conforms to a lot of anthroposophical ideas and personal
mirroring of objective processes. The most recent step has been
working with a harp player, a bass player, and myself on the piano,
also with a dancer for a week on a “creation myth” from a time
before the cactus story begins. The next step will be a piano solo
connected to moon and heart.”

He explained further that the cactus subject was a random thing.
His aunt does flower essence healing. There was a process that
involved meeting boundaries and connecting with a spiritual
father gesture. Three years ago when he moved to Arizona he
experienced the traditional ceremony of the harvesting of Saguaro cactus fruits in June for the Yaqui [or Yavapai or Tohono
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Frank Agrama shows another of his pictures illustrating his story

O’odham] Native American people [who relate to the Saguaro
as a kind of person]. They use long poles made of the dead skin
[ribs] of the Saguaro cactus to reach up and knock off the fruits
at the top of the tall Saguaro cacti, next to the fruiting flower.
The fleshy fruit is not very sweet but is nice to eat. The fruits are
placed in big bowl, and it is like a Christmas/New Years’ festival
for these tribes (since their year begins with this ceremony). It is
also a signal to the spirits that they can bring rains to the desert
because they now have got the Saguaro fruit.
His intention for the completion of this work is eventually to
use music, movement, and light together, but so far, he mostly
has just the music. His next
step in developing this story
performance will be to invite
the other two musicians to
explore their color pictures
(along with something about
a celestial river of light that I
missed). He thinks it would
be nice if the premiere of
this work could take place
on Halloween. He also added
that another concern is with
including all the beings who
are around this cactus, from
the sun to the animals that
eat them.

other contemporary “hanging” installations. But then my wife
pointed out to me that my cookie decorating skill was not really
better than with cupcakes.
“So I hit on the idea of setting up a kind of “fishing” carnival booth
like I used to experience at times as a child at fairs or parties – only
the fish to be caught were cut out of photographs of different key
artistic styles from the late 19th century to the end of the 20th
century (“artistic modernism”). This project I was able to carry
out, cutting out the fish shapes with artistic patterning on both
sides and stapling the sides together as a kind of “pocket” form.
Into the pocket I inserted a cherry, so that there was still an eating/
consumption element as part
of the piece. The symbolic
idea is that you think you
are “fishing” for something
outside yourself but then you
eat it and it becomes inner, a
part of you.

“I then went on a difficult
search to buy lengths of
bamboo to use in creating
fishing poles for my golden
threads – something almost
impossible to find in Columbia County, New York. To
suggest simultaneously both
the undersea environment of
fish and the artist’s invisible
David Adams Stylefishing Interactive Installation 2017 Philmont, full view
David Adams
sources
of inspiration (at the
“The idea for my interactive
other
end
of
the
“golden
thread”),
within
which various kinds
installation titled ‘Stylefishing’ originally came to me in a dream
of
artistic
expression
“swim
around”
in
our
consciousness and
last March. In the dream, for a little classroom celebration at the
subconsciousness,
I
chose
a
cloth
screen
for
the
booth that seems
semester’s end of a modern art course (and maybe my college
to
be
a
very
abstracted
pattern
suggesting
various
creatures swimteaching career) my students made a bunch of cupcakes where
ming
around
within
its
blue
depths,
its
“etheric-astral
waters.”
the frosting of each was decorated in a different style of modern
art. We then each ate one of these “style cupcakes.” I understood
“Two weeks ago I attended a large annual music festival near my
that as a picture of the contemporary artistic process where all
home in Nevada County, California, called Worldfest, where many
“objective” (past) styles are now available to any artist today to
different musicians and types of music from all over the world
pick and choose from (“consume”) as he or she wishes.
perform. This year they included a number of interesting bands
who were at the Standing Rock
“I originally titled this piece “CupReservation/Dakota Access Pipecake Modernism” – until I was
line occupation protests in North
made to realize that my skill-level
Dakota, including Xiuhtezcatl &
with cupcake frosting decoration
Isa (also called Earth Guardians),
was not equal to the task of imi7th Generation Rise, Tubby Love
tating numerous artistic styles
and Amber Lily, One Tribe Movein the history of modernist art,
ment and Aloka, and more, includespecially here within three days.
ing headliners Michael Franti and
Then I thought I would make and
Spearhead who have been an acdecorate cookies instead; at least
tivist band for many years. These
they are a more or less flat surface
inspiring, purely idealistic and
like a painting. If you look on
righteous young people identified
Pinterest or other websites, you
as “Rainbow Warriors,” activists
can find people who will create
for a healthier, more just, and more
for you such cookies in various
inclusive
world.
I
had
the
thought
that visual artists, too, could be
artistic styles, but they are expensive. I thought I might hang
rainbow
warriors,
open
to
incorporating
a wide variety of vieweach “style-cookie” on a golden thread from the ceiling, creating
points
and
(archetypal)
styles
or
forms,
creating
works of art for
a sort of miniature hanging installation environment like Nick
all
beliefs,
races,
parts
of
the
world,
gender-identifications,
spiriCave’s “Until” currently at MassMOCA, if you’ve seen it, or
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“outer” world as well as our
union with all other human
selves in the great archetypal
Higher Self of the Christ.

tual paths, etc. This includes
all styles, and even better, a
truly open art not bound by
any past or other existing
forms, pursuing free, clear
creative perspectives.

“This is also the gesture and
direction of the “new yoga”
practice Rudolf Steiner
“As an art historian, I have
spoke about, using our lovoften found myself thinking
ing perceptive will to enter
of the long parade of so many
behind the sensory “surdifferent modern or “period”
faces” of the world, to (re)
styles during the 20th centuconnect both inner and outer
ry – and starting long before
“soul.” In this sense it is also
that, of course – and how
a practice of both artistic and
through history their periods
moral imagination, whereby
have all become somewhat
we create a new, unique
intensified or “compressed”
union of something “inner”
as potentials now all availand something “outer,” of
able within each artist. Today
concept and percept, of subevery individual artist is really his or her own style, as David Adams Stylefishing Interactive Installation 2017, view of both sides from above ject and object, of self and
other – or as Steiner once
if the history of artistic styles
described in relation to art, of Impressionism and Expressionism.
has all been compressed into the individual self as potential artistic
The creative artistic process is a kind of archetype of this “new
expressions. That variety of “other” objects and styles in art can
yoga” (or “cognitive yoga”) from the Mysteries of the Will, and,
perhaps now be seen as really all different potentials of my own
if we can develop an artistic practice that tries to consciously
creative self. This idea seems in tune both with anthroposophy
work with this parallelism between creativity in art and in lifeand certain postmodern philosophical insights, whereby we more
in-general, we further both the spiritual development of our own
and more come to understand the creative, participative roles we
self and of humanity – perhaps moving toward a “Convergence
play in manifesting and representing the whole variety of “other”
of Others.”
outer objects in the world – which are at a deeper level really all
aspects of myself.
“I have found that making rigid distinctions between “subjective”
and “objective” or what we like and dislike in art tends to block
“In preparing for the Convergence, I found myself responding
out spiritual forces and consciousness from our own creative
not so much to issues of “hope” but more to some of the concerns
process, especially if we identify ourselves with too limited or
raised at an earlier level of the planning group, relating to experifixed a “style” (formal expression) of art. Each of us is somehow
ences of “the other.” I think these themes arose because we all
limited by our own background and must try to grow beyond it,
have the sense that our own Self is much larger and expansive
to be more open to all styles. This is the purpose of the questionthan we so far have been able to realize and that by “convergnaire that is part of the Stylefishing booth. Once you “go fishing”
ing” (merging, interpenetrating) with what is other to our current
(and please do if you haven’t tried this yet) and have caught a
limited sense of self (ultimately including all sense-perceptible
“stylefish” and eaten its cherry, you must then identify its style.
reality), we will be able to experience more of our true Higher
If this is difficult, you can consult the modern art history books
Self. If this can be done, we may also become more aware of
on the side table or even ask me to do this (even though I’m supthe reality of the secret soul-union of our self and the so-called
posed to be hidden behind the screen, “deep in the water”). Then,
just for your own benefit, answer the two other questions on the
form and take it home to contemplate further:
1. What in my artistic approach is like that style?
2. What can I learn from the viewpoint of that style for my future
(art)work?
“Finally, I want to conclude with a seemingly relevant poem
placed by Gary Snyder as a frontispiece to his book Mountains
and Rivers without End. Gary lives near me, and I am lucky
enough to often hear him read his poetry. The poem is “Painting
of a Rice Cake” by the Japanese Zen Master Dögen (see sidebar
next page).”

David Adams Stylefishing Interactive Installation 2017 stylefishes close-up
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Eiren Graver  
Eiren introduced herself as someone who tries to do practical life
artistically and teaches fiber arts to grades 1-5 at a small Waldorf

school, also to adults. Her artistic practice does not just involve
the usual color, form, etc. but also developing human beings. She
said she is a “recovering perfectionist” who can be paralyzed by
the outcome to the extent that she can’t go through the process. So
she tries to focus on the practice itself and hold off the outcome
as long as she can.
She finds art to be a stream for hope and thinks of “art” in an
expanded way. “I set small tasks for myself. For example, a 3”
doll instead of the grand picture of art affecting human evolution.”
Sometimes strong, almost photographic images “come to her.”
She illustrated an interesting example from her sketchbook of an
artistic assignment she gave herself to depict the sound of voices
and words as “bubble-pictures.” Or another indicating Schiller’s
polarities with “democracy” in the middle. Or she may do tiny
color studies and then make them into larger pictures by painting
on them. Or during group conversations she will sometimes move
her hand making sketches in colored pencils as a visual way of
capturing the conversation while still being able to take in the content of what is being discussed. She also showed another darker
painting of an image that came to her looking through trees at a
bonfire burning in a wooded clearing. Another example showed
white words on black fabric. She said she tends to create general

Painting of a Rice Cake
by Dögen
An ancient Buddha said, “A painted rice cake does not satisfy
hunger.” Dögen comments:
“There are few who have even seen this ‘painting of a rice
cake’ and none of them has thoroughly understood it.
“The paints for painting rice-cakes are the same as those used
for painting mountains and waters.
“If you say the painting is not real, then the material phenomenal world is not real, the Dharma is not real.
“Unsurpassed enlightenment is a painting. The entire
phenomenal universe and the empty sky are nothing but a
painting.
“Since this is so, there is no remedy for satisfying hunger
other than a painted rice cake. Without painted hunger you
never become a true person.”
Frontispiece to Gary Snyder, Mountains and Rives without
End
to understand that there is a visual symbolic language and also
a scientific, medical language to describe what she experienced
spiritually in the world. She considers herself a Catholic who
loves the history of spirituality in humanity. She feels she gets
to participate in a relationship with the divine that makes her
more human, because we are made in God’s image. She hopes
to understand another type of language to describe the same phenomena. When we speak of the same phenomena with different
languages (scientific and spiritual), it helps her to connect to a
power greater than herself.

Eiren Graver – Two of the sketches from her sketchbook

impressions rather than reporting every little detail of a subject.
As a classically trained singer who loves sacred choral music as
well as a writer, she said choosing an artistic medium to work
in is a difficulty for her. She only balances work in her different
mediums by “thinking intuitively.”

For Christine’s presentation of her recent work, we walked about
a block up the street from the Free Columbia house to her home
studio behind her house where she had set up chairs for us (also
flowers) and hung a few of her paintings on the wall in front.

In response to a question about how she translates sound into
visual forms, she said that all art is really translation – transforming materials and also translating an experience into a showable
expression – a textural impression and also “high-low impression” – not necessarily a color impression since she takes color
more intellectually. She then revealed that taped under some of
the chairs in the room were attached little colored felted/yarn
“badges” she had made for us during the Convergence.

Christine Hales

Earlier Christine had commented about some of her interests and
background that she brings into her work with painting, citing her
interest in language, also the language of gesture and the energy
Christine Hales standing before her paintings St. Francis and Joan
that does into the gesture. In graduate therapy school she started 32 of Arc Icon

The first one she talked about was a large painting she had made
two weeks earlier during a class she took at Bennington College
in Vermont. It developed out of her having been thinking and
praying about St. Francis. She tried to capture in his gaze what
he felt when he chose to give up everything he had received from
his wealthy father and leave the “sick world.” He removed all his
rich clothing and then left home believing God would take care
of him. This painting depicted that moment when he was leaving,
although Christine also expressed some doubt that her depiction
was really worthy of St. Francis.
She then spoke about another painting related to one of the most
famous Christian images, the Virgin of Guadaloupe (Our Lady of
Guadaloupe) , a patron saint of North and South America. In that
same Bennington class she started imitating her shape and came
up with this far less realistic painting that expresses her aura or
“light aureole” (as she appears to some peasants).

Christin Hales talks about her Virgin of Guadaloupe painting

In addition to her “modern icon” of Joan of Arc that we had
already seen, she showed a similar painting of John the Baptist
with the theme “Prepare Ye the Way of the Lord” mounted in a
very contemporary frame. She feels that is what we are doing as
artists, preparing the way.
She mentioned that she has been inspired by Makoto Fujimura,
a renowned Japanese-American professional painter, who early
on bravely identified as Christian. He is the director of the Brehm
Center for Worship, Theology, and the Arts in California. He considers deeply what the value of art is in
the world. His 2016 book Silence and Beauty: Hidden
Faith Born of Suffering reflected on Shushako Endo’s
1966 novel Silence, which unveiled the story of the
persecution and martyrdom of Christians in 17thcentury Japan. Martin Scorsese’s film Silence was
based on that same book and had a strong Makoto
influence. In his book Fujimura asks what happened
to the Japanese Christians who had to watch their
neighbors marched through town and perform humiliating acts to try to influence Japanese to not become
Christians? How in the darkest place to be the one
with the most true hope and faith?

formational knowledge. . . .
I’m seeking an art and signs
of our journey toward excellence and that path no one
else dares to travel upon.”
and: “We need places in the
world where more divergent
thinking can take place. . . .”
Makoto had his loft at the
World Trade Center, and he
and his family were in New
York when it was tragically
destroyed. Also recalling
the “Ground Zero” of the
Hiroshima and Nagasaki Makoto Fujimura Aroma 2015 minbombings, he wrote: “Our eral pigments and gold leaf 7 x 11’
Ground Zero journey leaves
visible scars in our culture. The battle is about the imaginary
territory of hope rather than for a revenge against foreigners. . .
.” His reflections are also directed toward us artists. “Lives are
here being lived for others.” He seems to create a new language
of experience that is not self-serving but generous. “We are all
given a call for self-sacrifice.”
Christine feels that for a spiritually based art, there are antidotes
to the sweet, saccharine, sentimental quality in art and in our
churches. “What has gotten started at this Convergence is important.” “I am trying to keep painting beauty in the spiritual
world and contemporary art world, which I now recognize I’m
not really interested in.” She was asked about her experiences
in recently attending both the Venice Biennale and the Miami
International Art Fair. “At the Biennale I was so disillusioned
with the major pavilions: the art there seemed negative, ugly,
crass. The art world is on the dark side. Warhol and Pop Art took
art toward the dark side, and we’re still trying to climb out. But
there were also collateral events all along the pavilions and streets,
such as pop-up galleries, often with good artists. Cy Twombly,
Peter Doing, Robert Motherwell, and Ursula von Rydingsvard
all showed works there. There is a group of painterly painters
who are getting successful now, who have enough support to be
a presence. Catherine Bradford, a painter, was an overnight success; her work is on the inward side and all her paintings sold.
In Miami she was very present. We are germinal for
the contemporary artworld.

Martin Summer

Earlier, Martin introduced himself as having taken
the sculpture training at Emerson College and now
working with sculpture/architecture/utilitarian art.
Currently he is making furniture and converting a
silo into a “tiny house.”

Back at the Free Columbia “gallery/classroom” space
in Philmont, Martin began his presentation with a
series of silent, mimed actions while clownishly
wearing a blue pillowcase wrapped around his head
and blue clothing, beckoning us to follow him both
Christine shared a few short quotations from Fuoutdoors and back indoors. These actions including
jimura’s book, such as (if I heard correctly): “I’m
Martin Summer miming outdoors strumming a guitar, relating in a friendly way to
seeking a way of knowledge that is deeper than indifferent plant life, and drawing our less friendly
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world and each other, he argued, than isn’t that practical? Can we
afford not to do it? I try to bring these ideas to life in my work.
He has been building tables and brought an example of a round
table with “sprouting qualities.” It could be a tiny house dining
table (or bedside table). He said he was talking with his sister’s
fiancé, wanting to build a tiny house in winter; they talked about
a dining table that could be folded away. It is hard to be a carpenter in winter there, but this first table gave him a direction
for that. Martin also mentioned that he had been working with
Axel’s outdoor project this week and that Axel had helped him
center his work and activities in life, for which he was grateful.

Martina Angela Muller

When Martina first introduced herself as a painter and sculptor
in steel, also a teacher of Waldorf high school students, adults
at the Alkion, Center, etc., she added that her work is based on
observation, especially light and shadow. She said she wanted to
make a model here of an installation she had been working on the
last seven years, aimed at awakening the chakras in active experience and transcending nature, including multimedia elements
like movement and sound, She mentioned two questions for her
work: “How do we get people to linger and actively experience
art? How are they prevented from doing so?”

Martin Summer miming outdoors in relation to plants

attention to various manmade objects outside, all the while employing a variety of animated gestures and facial expressions.
Then, back inside, he held up a sign: “The Gift of Speech,” and
finally started to speak to us.
He said that everything has speech and sometimes we can hear
their names. He added that he is always struck by the profound,
rich natural beauty in the U.S. but also a certain enslavement of
the natural world. These were striking experiences to him while
growing up. Such beauty appears to be free, and we don‘t want to
enslave it, make it a commodity, or use it to increase our power.
You want to cherish it. We don’t always see the beauty, but we
need beauty in our lives. Some things are beautiful in one spot,
but not in another – for example, a palm tree in the rainforest
versus that same tree as part of a linoleum floor. We have to be
able to translate the language in everything here, to merge with
spaces we live in, to be in conversation with our lives.
He then showed scale models
of two very small rooms (“living spaces”) or “tiny houses”
he had designed, One had a
low, dried-oak ceiling with
small blue, round windows
at the sides and an earthen
floor. The other was reddish
with tall vertical windows,
light-colored wood, and a
tall peaked ceiling. A Frank
Lloyd Wright question in his
work: is “How can form follow
function?” – not following it
practically, but having the form
make us feel like, for example,
we want to chop carrots and
cultivate flavor there. Often in
the architectural world people
say, “It’s not practical; we can’t
afford it.” If beauty is what
allows us to have respect and
cherish what is beautiful in the Martin Summer with table he designed

Almendres Cromlech, near Évora, Portugal, ca. 5,ooo-6,ooo B.C.

“Building on two installations that I have put together since 2008
that both had a wing/colored light/movement theme (presented
at Basilica Industria in Hudson in 2008 and at Free Columbia in
Philmont in 2013), I would like to take these themes further and
into more clarity that has arisen to me over the years through
my artistic and meditative practice as well as experiences I have
had in Europe in the summer of 2017. Many modern viewing
experiences for audiences at museums are not just paintings on the
wall anymore, but multi-sensory, three-dimensional, immersive,
all-surround color, light, film, audio experiences that invite the
viewers into a full artistic experience; a modern version of the
“total artwork” of times past in ancient theater, through rituals
in temples, churches, and more recently opera and rock concerts.
“The goal of this installation is to let visitors experience artworks,
color, forms, and light in movement that might touch resonances
we all have with particular shapes in nature and soul reality that
could be uplifting or stimulating to our chakras and possibly
make us experience joy and confidence to grow into the future.
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“I was very fortunate to visit a 7-8,000-year-old stone circle in
Portugal outside Évora this summer (the Almendres Cromlech,

of a room with star/floral/radial designs on the floor for people to
be able to stand in a “star station” illuminated from above with
a projected video of light-wave ocean movements to give life to
the experience of being on the way to becoming a true star while
standing in these radial patterns. A big mural on the back wall of
star-like elements raying out from one main focal point (“I am the
Shining Morning Star”) painted with gold paint on white cotton
might amplify the experience.
“Another aspect of the human journey is the ever-growing awareness of the angelic world around us. We use language like “she/
he is growing wings” to describe an expansive growth of the true
self, of imagination and levity on our path of self-development.
Artworks such as the ancient-Greek Nike of Samothrace with her
winged, victorious levity placing her between humans and gods
have been an undisputed inspiration for an expression of our own
inner growth for millennia; many, many more examples from all
different cultures invite us into the imagination of the expanded
wings as an encouragement of unfolding and growing our limited
selves into an atmosphere of spirit self. Picking up on this imagery

Thistles at Almendres Cromlech, near Évora, Portugal

see photo), where 98 rounded large boulder-like stones left behind
by the glaciers of the ice that shaped them were turned upright
and arranged in two intersecting circles (like the two domes of
Steiner’s Goetheanum) as one of the first art works ever by humanity, connecting humans to the cosmos and its starry heavens. The
stones were arranged in such a way that the sun of the summer
solstice would reach this stone circle in a particular way at sunrise.
Standing next to one of those boulders, I noticed at its foot a
scraggly bunch of thistles with beautifully golden, very pointy
star-like flowers. They reminded me of the initial purpose of these
stone circles, to connect humanity to the stars. It also struck a
chord with the phrase “I am the Shining Morning Star” from the
very end of the Apocalypse of St. John as the radiant end-goal of
the development of the human “I,” the immaculate conception of
our higher self. Right now we might be more like the scraggly,
dry thistle plant on its way to becoming a true star. Star/flowershaped designs have been used in sacred architecture and art over
the ages to illustrate the activity of fully developed chakras or to
serve as animators to help us flower into our own star-like I-nature
on our path of self-development. (The medieval rose windows at
Chartres Cathedral are one excellent example.)

Martina Muller You Are a Star 2017-2018 sketch model interior

for the installation, paintings with wing-like movements and gold
leaf will be placed on the walls on a background of golden waves
on blue ground as a representation of the etheric/life movement
that carries that kind of work forward. Expressions of the activity
of water in nature (such as clouds or running patterns in sand) will
inform the compositions of these paintings as an expression of the
etheric. ‘The hierarchy of the angels has a particular relationship
to water, as it is the earthly expression of the substance of the
world ether out of which their etheric bodies as well as those of
humans are formed.’ (Sergej Prokofiev, The Twelve Holy Nights
and the Spiritual Hierarchies). Also wing-like sculptural shapes
suspended from the ceiling and forming kinetic “wing stations”
that people can step into to experience “growing wings” will be
part of the installation.

“To translate all this into a modern art installation to be titled You
Are a Star, I have created a small, still rough and sketch-like model

Martina Muller presenting by her still shrouded illuminated model
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“The sense of smell might be met by essential oils dispersed in
the air, and improvised music on handpan, ghuzeng, cello, and
metal percussive instruments could accompany the experience.
There should also be sand tables for people to find movements,
make marks, and play creatively with shaping the light sand on
a dark surface.“

Sampsa Pirtola

Sampsa presented a projected video portfolio of his previous
artwork (mostly in the medium of mixed-media performance art)
that he has been finalizing over the previous few days as part of an
application for studies in a Master’s degree program. He started
this project in Sweden and will finish it in Finland. He comment-

The Convergers dance while Soren Dietzel plays saxophone behind

lyrics for the song from Doris Sommers book. They concern
physical images of walking into the sun with shadows all around,
as a metaphoric picture. He played the song for us and led us all
in singing it from the sheet music he handed out, then singing it
while he played the melody on saxophone. Composing such a
song was something he had been wanting to do for a long time.
Another part of his presentation was to play saxophone while
inviting the participants to dance (see photograph).

Divine Interrupton 2015 from Sampsa Pirtola’s portfolio

Sunday Morning 30-Minute Presentations, August 13  

ed, “Video is a dead medium, but it grows more interesting when
combined with other art forms.” His portfolio consists of four
videos and much still-shot imagery/colláge from his artistic work
of the last several years, such as “THE TRAShOLD OPERA:
The Heartelligency of Lazarus” from 2017, an attempt toward a
Gesamtkunstwerk; “Divine Interruption” from 2015 in Finland;
“Pain-Thing” 2015; “3nnis” (or “Thrennis”) 2013 in Philmont;
“I Moved the Gift,” a performance art piece in Belgium 2013;
“The Nelson Mandala” in Hudson, NY, 2012 ;”In Car Nation”
2012 (his first time live on stage); “The Birth of the Transhuman”; “Holy Cowboy” 2010; “Itv” 2007; and many additional
works of both performance art and video art in various places
(mostly Europe), a few of which imitated television programming.
Most of these pieces involved Sampsa’s performance-art alter
ego “Immanuel” in his characteristic costume of horizontally
striped shirt, sunglasses, and (usually) hat. He said his previous
attempted career as an art manager turned into his “managing”
this character of Immanuel (who
comes from “I-land”). Sampa’s
final thought was “We all come
from our own I-land somehow.”

Soren Dietzel

Soren is a young musician from
Duluth, Minnesota, who plays the
saxophone in two different bands,
although he said in the last year
he has also worked with electronic music. Here he can play
soprano saxophone (also guitar)
but had especially been wanting
to compose something. He was
able to finish creating a two-part
song about hope, the theme of
the Convergence. He derived the

Laura Summer Untitled (Dancer) 2017 monoprint

Laura Summer

Soren Dietzel presenting his song
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Laura Summer began this session by distributing monoprints she
made to everyone there by silently placing them on each person’s
chair. While making soup, etc. for our meals, she also found time
to mix that activity with printmaking, making something that
could be dispersed. This activity, using printmaking to create an
experience in free culture inspired by soup, was suggested by a
recent song by MC Matre in Los Angeles. She had been making
a series of prints for a Los Angeles conference including him
at the end of August. Later, she commented to me: “There is a

I missed the beginning
of her session, but when
I arrived she was talking about how a puppet
show works therapeutically for kids, although
it may be part of a process extending over 3-4
years. Parents typically
are more oriented toward a clear, immediate
product from an educational experience or
workshop. But they are
usually glad to leave
their children for such
things, especially if we
also feed them. Susan- Susannah White weaving at her loom
nah thinks of working
with small, gradual changes rather than a big social change.
Maybe during later life a child might remember just one little
thing from such events.
Laura Summer Untitled (Dancer) 2017 print

space between extremes (dark and light, ecstasy and pain, life and
death), which seems to me to be a space of movement and equanimity – of poise. That’s what the print is about; it’s a dancer, . . .”

Susannah White

Jen Zimberg

Jen introduced herself as a musician, a singer. Adding that to
know more about something is for her an artistic process that
may involve songwriting, painting, or other research. She is
especially interested in what lives in human beings and in nature
as planetary forces. An Australian researcher named Bertock
located phases in childhood that the Gesell Institute looked at in
the early twentieth century. They found six clear developmental
phases, each with its own gesture. She thinsk we can relate these
six stages to the qualities of the planets. “I also work with young
children. I studied these phases and planets to support children.”
“I look at planetary forces and see how to express them in songs.
When I have lived with the gesture of a certain planet, a song
or story suggests itself to me.” The Convergence has taken up

Susannah White presents while the rest of the group rolls balls of wool

Susannah, who has an M.A. in Creative Studies, said she loves to
collaborate with artistic and craft projects. For her the process is
as important as the end result. She is a weaver and also worked
at Free Columbia. Mostly she works with kids, but also adults.
During the three days of the Convergence she had been working steadily on a large, multi-colored loom-weaving piece (see
photograph). Here she
handed out to everyone
balls of wool to roll in
their hands while she
was talking. Each ball
of wool had been placed
in water with soap on it,
making an “egg” to start
with. The soap makes it
turn into felt.

Jen Zimberg singing her songs in the Convergence circle

novel practices of song medley and expanded it and socialized
it. Although I do play my new songs quickly for someone else
to help to get to know them, it is a new experience for me, as is
sharing such songs I don’t even really know yet before such a
37 large group.

Nonetheless, Jen sang several of her songs, including one from the
poet Rilke, “Step to God” (?); “The Man Who Listens to Stones”
(written when really young after a trip to Russia); “Michelangelo”
(with the recurring question, “Who is in the stone?” and the
answer, “You, O Lord, Who Else? But I can’t get at you.”); and
also a new song about “The Little Prince and the fox he meets
on earth, in which they have a conversation as the Little Prince
takes time to tame the fox and know it better.”
In response to audience questions, Jen said, among other things,
that either the words or the melody can come to her first. She
doesn’t really know where the lyrics come from. For example,
she might experience water singing to her. Or, more typically,
songs relate to stories that she already knows. Sometimes she
experiences the songs “floating above my guitar.” Other times
the songs are more grounded.

Axel Ewald Forest Clearing 2017 building a stone circle: above/below

Axel Ewald

Axel, coming from Israel, introduced himself as working in
sculpture, architecture, performance, and other visual arts and
being interested in being creative together with others. His outdoor work here titled Forest Clearing was created over the last
few days through a group process in the wooded area behind the
Nature Institute in Ghent. He pointed out that we would need to
go to the site itself to see the result, but that it arose out of the
group’s work together in a “Consensus Design Process.”
“Years ago the architect Christopher Day came to Scotland where
I was working with my colleague Margaret Colquhoun, and we
invited Christopher to help us design new pieces of land that fit
our Goethean way of working. He developed a kind of method
of looking at and researching nature in a participatory way. This
is clearly related to my own artistic way of working – I can’t

usually is man-made or maybe from a fire. It is the intervention of
human beings to make the space for something else, for culture,
and so there is a conflict or tension between humans and nature.
“This landscape was maintained like a park by the Native Americans, who burned wooded lands to create clearings.” He pointed
out that a clearing created a different vegetation and ecology,
bringing deer and wildlife. A clearing in the woods is a place
where human being interweaves in and with nature. But the question is how to do it so it isn’t destructive, so it is not deforestation
(generally done for economic purposes). He also said we don’t
want to let the clearing disappear into the woods again. So this
was “a modest project to test how we can interweave in nature in
a sensitive way and create a harmony between nature and culture.”
Axel tried to focus on relating the process they undertook. He
said he didn’t lead it, but whatever could be done together, by
consensus, was the usual process. All the artistic or design decisions were made by consensus. “Is there something like collective
creativity? That is the opposite of the conventional picture of the
artist, off creating on one’s own, where involvement by others
only messes up your process. In this I wanted to test if we can
be creative together. What are the requirements for this?” It was
important to hold back the design ideas as long as possible and,
instead, see, digest, feel, and listen.

Axel Ewald Forest Clearing 2017 building a stone wall

separate it any more – also for working with people. Christopher
Day got to know Goethean Science with us and developed it into
a method for architecture to work with a client community – in
order to empower people with being an integral part of the design
process of shaping their own environment.”
“Seth Jordan suggested I do a project at the Nature Institute. It’s
possible there to intervene in the landscape, even wished for.
We walked over the site and decided on a forest clearing, to be
our playground. For me this had a metaphorical impulse – also
useful as a clearing for their work (mostly as a teaching space).
What is a clearing in the wood? It’s not a natural phenomenon. It
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Axel then tried to give us a taste of a similar experience, asking
us to respond to a project of redesigning the room we were in to
be a café and asking what would be required from each person.
Some of the replies were: Selflessness, collaboration, sacrificing
one’s own artistic “genius” for the sake of collaboration, being
perceptive, and listening to all ideas. One question was: “Can
several people working together do more than one person on his/

her own?” Axel then suggested we try to determine as a group
what color to paint a room. Will we fight about this? Instead of
relying on our own opinions, we can consider the purpose or
function of the space, the variety needed, the lighting situation
and air circulation – in other words, all the given facts of the space
and site rather than our own personal imaginative ideas for the
project. In such a process we need to remain perceptive for all
the other people in the group and their ideas.
Asked to briefly summarize his process, Axel said to start by
observing the most obvious, gradually grow more and more
subtle, then connect the observations with each other. Also, start
by making measurements, even if it seems trivial. The main
thing is to hold back the design ideas as long as possible while
the group observes, feels, and listens. Consensus is easy then.
Although he brought this approach, he said anyone can learn it
so that such a project doesn’t need a leader.

Axel Ewald Forest Clearing 2017 view into the main space

practically and imaginatively. The design process was a sensitive
conversation, not a battle. We were trying to keep and/or enhance
the qualities that were already there.“
That evening Axel also offered a multimedia overview of his artistic work in various mediums to the general public in Hudson. Attended by more than fifty people, this was an event co-sponsored
by Free Columbia and Lightforms: Art + Spirit, a still developing initiative to start a multi-purpose “art center” in downtown
Hudson (about which an introduction was also presented Friday
afternoon at the Convergence for those interested).

Patrick Stolfo

Showing video clips of the group process and labor, Axel described how they dealt with the place, first observing it for two
days. Then slowly they started to clear and look again, doing and
then observing that all together. “It was like a choreography of
moving in the space – and how this can lead to a certain design
motif or gesture. They asked themselves questions about the nature of the place chosen and its movement – for example, where
was the best place to sit? Since there were two entrances to the
cleared space, they split into two groups. Then they started bringing rocks for a bench and for making a circle of stones for a fire
pit, also making a mud-and-straw “compost” to use in shaping the
base of a wood-cut bench. A sculpture was added by one entrance.

The Convergence participants traveled a few miles up the road
to meet at Patrick’s home studio. He said he had been a Waldorf
teacher ”too long” (mainly sculpture and art history), had worked
with flowforms, and also taught adult education at the Alkion
Center and elsewhere, He began with a joke: “My favorite New
Yorker cartoon shows a crestfallen artist after a show saying,
“Nobody asked me about my process.” So Patrick talked about
his process with a particular project.

Axel Ewald Forest Clearing 2017 a view into both spaces created

Seth Jordan, one of the working group, added that it was especially an experience of collaboration: ”A lot of what we did
was done to the qualities of the space itself, over 1½ days. We
held back on our ideas during this time. We also characterized it
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First, he said that there are four levels to work with in sculpture: 1)
The material; 2) The surface of a form; 3) The creation of a form;
and 4) Whether the form has a motif. He gave an example of an
exercise for a beginning sculpture class, starting with a lump of
clay: First, explore and experience all the nuances of surface from
concave to
convex. It
then could
be modeled in one
hand from
a sphere to
an egg to a
symmetrical
form to an
asymmetrical form,
and then
Patrick Stolfo Model forExercise - Double-Bent Surface
opening the
form back up and finding a transition from concave to convex
in one continuous surface. This creates the “color wheel” (i.e.,
form wheel) of sculpture, ending with a double-bent continuously
spiraling surface. But it is still flat, even if only on the bottom;

which means it can contain all possibilities of form.
Then Patrick described how he had
received a commission for a sculptural monument for Paul Platt, a
local anthroposophical astrosophist
who died a tragic death while still
fairly young. He was to create a
large figure in marble to be placed
at the Christian Community site in
nearby Hillsdale. He showed us the
plasticine model for the sculpture,
approved by a Christian Community committee, for s 61”-high
finished work concerning the human being looking to the stars. He
drove up to Rutland, Vermont to a
Carrara (white) marble quarry there
to discover that the size marble Patrick Stolfo Scale Model for Platt
block he wanted would cost about Monument 2017 plasticine
$8,000. So the project
was scaled down to a less
expensive 1,500 pound
block of Imperial Danby
marble with six flat sides
(one of the hardest varieties). Previously, he had
worked in alabaster, but
only a little in marble.
Michael Howard loaned
him tools and techniques
for marble carving, such
as headphones, an air
compressor with chisel,
a bush hammer, a point
chisel, etc. He demonstrated using a few stonecarving tools that each
gave different textures
or layering. There is now Patrick Stolfo carving marble with pneumatic tool
a new texture since he
has started using the air
compressor, which required
him to wear a hat, face-shield,
mask, goggles, scarf, and ear
shields – which he said makes
him look like an alien.
He referred to Rudolf Steiner’s
statement that stone speaks
sculpturally through convexity, not concavity like wood.
Patrick was working with a
relatively thin design with a
“serious concavity section,” so
he was feeling that he didn’t
want to carve too deeply and
that the final result might need
to be a little fuller than the
Patrick Stolfo carving marble with hammer
model. When asked how he
and chisel

made the transition
from the small model
to the large stone, he
said it was mostly “by
eye,” although he also
made some cut-marks
on the stone. He has
not been attempting
an exact copy of the
model, which would
not be artful. He tries to
work on it “as a whole”
rather than getting stuck
on one spot or detail –
although every change
affects the whole. He
expects to gradually
move from using the
pneumatic tools to using
smaller tools, including
more hand tools as we
A girl from the audience tries carving with
gets closer to finishing
the pneumatic drill
the monument.
Patrick then invited anyone from the group who wanted to
try using the air compressor and chisel on the marble block to
“have a go at it,” and several persons tried the process. There is
a 5:41-minute video of the outdoor part of Patrick’s presentation
at: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AFdO0TycoYc.

Closing Thoughts & Conversation, Sunday, August 13   
At our final group gathering Laura told us this was an opportunity
to close and begin integrating things into our lives. She suggested
that we say what has changed for us as a result of coming here.
Many people expressed much gratitude for the opportunities to
share their work and artistic ideas (and just social life) with a
community of working artists, especially since they usually work
in isolation in their own studios. Some especially appreciated the
creation of a safe, free, warm, accepting environment where they
could share their ideals and creative process and be a part of the
variety of processes and creative struggles of others. This gave
many of the artists additional inspiration and direction for further
developing their own work. Several mentioned their appreciation
for the group meals and meaningful conversations, although many
felt they needed more time to digest what they had experienced
at the Art Convergence as a “circle of possibility.” Some felt that
what we had been doing was not just significant for us but also
was sending a helpful force into the world beyond, like a small
amount of compost or biodynamic soil preparation spread over
a larger area. After helping with some basic clean-up, we ended
by walking in a circle while singing the song that Soren had
composed at the Convergence.
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In Memoriam: Theodore (Ted) C. Mahle 1940 – 2017
Compiled from Ted’s website and memories

aised on a dairy farm near Fleetwood in
Berks County, Pennsylvania, Ted sketched
the countryside around him while growing up.
His parents, Hans and Margaret, became anthroposophists. At age 16 he studied art for a year
with Conrad Roland, a well-known artist from
Kempton. He graduated from Kutztown University of Pennsylvania with a B.S. in Art Education.
Then he worked for 7 years as a graphic designer
in New York City, especially designing many
book covers for major publishers, while attending evening classes in drawing, illustration, and
design at the School of Visual Arts. He was an
eager participant in George O’Neil’s unique
anthroposophical study group in New York City.

pen, Switzerland, working with all ages from
early childhood to adults. Altogether, he lived
in Europe for 13 years,

R

Returning to the
U.S., Ted
directed
the Arts
Program
“Renewing the
Art of
Painting,” a
year-long morning course
at Rudolf Steiner College
in Fair Oaks, California,
from 1982 to 2003, as
well as teaching many
other art classes at the
College for many years
afterward. From 2003 to
2005 he taught art at the Davis Waldorf School. He has also taught
many courses and workshops around the U.S. His many travels
to 40 different countries to see and photograph the great visual

Ted Mahle Pennsylvania Farm 1960s

After taking the Foundation Year in Anthroposophical Studies
at Emerson College, England, Ted studied German and speechformation at the Goetheanum, Dornach, Switzerland, for 2 years.
He completed a 3-year painting training, according to Rudolf
Steiner’s methods, with Beppe Assenza at the Goetheanum Painting School in 1976 and was a teaching assistant in the school
from 1975 to 1978. For 3 years he was employed as a painting
therapist at the Sonnhalde Schulheim Curative Home, in Gem-

Ted Mahle Watercolor paintings (both pictures this column)

art works of the world in their original environment formed the
basis for his art history studies and teaching.

Ted Mahle Earth Water Air Fire 2011 pastel
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For many years Ted taught painting classes “out of the color,“
according to Rudolf Steiner’s ideas, to artists, teachers, students,
parents, and children in the U.S. and abroad. He was a master art
teacher of long experience and endless enthusiasm with a positive,
humorous, and practical approach that enabled students to access
their creativity in the visual arts with satisfying results. Many
Waldorf class teachers were able to develop or improve their

blackboard and Main
Lesson book drawing
and painting skills due
to Ted’s teaching. He
offered a wide range of
courses in veil painting,
wet-method watercolor
painting, drawing, graphics, Painting and Drawing in the Waldorf Curriculum, Color Theory
from Goethe to Steiner,
and art history lectures.
Ted participlted regularly
in local meetings of the
Visual Arts Section. Ted
leaves behind a daughter
Jeanine and a son Mark.

Book Review
An Artist’s Workbook: Exercises in Observation, Memory, and
Imagination
(published by Jennifer Thomson)
By Jennifer Thomson, 2017, 46 pp. spiral-bound, $15.00
Reviewed by Christy Korrow
“Relationships among different colors, as with sounds, can create
harmonies and disharmonies that seek their higher resolution in
the painting’s overall composition and in the soul of the artist.”
– Jennifer Thomson, from An Artist’s Workbook
I want to begin this review wth the disclaimer that I am very
much a novice when it comes to painting. While I am a decade’s
old patron and admirer of anthroposophic art, including having
published dozens of works by the artists in our anthroposophic
community over my almost twenty-year tenure as editor of
LILIPOH magazine, it wasn’t until one and a half years ago that
I began my journey as a beginning student of painting based out
of the work of Rudolf Steiner and those who have continued to
work out of the initial methods he gave to artists.

A few of Ted’s favorite
Ted Mahle Veil painting, watercolor
quotations provide a good
picture of his character and ideals:
“If you want others to be happy, practice compassion.
If you want to be happy, practice compassion.”
– The Dalai Lama
“Cultivate the attitude of seeing the divine in each other.”
“Find respect, peace and love within yourself. Do not seek these
from others.”
– Muktananda
We can conlude this too-brief remembrance with a characteristic
entry Ted posted to his Facebook page on January 12, 2012: “I
came out of my house looking towards the south in the early
morning and there was the little dove (the Holy Spirit) sitting
on the wire with the whitish glowing half moon in the sky behind her and the gentle light of the rising sun in the East. What
miracles......I think whatever one does not take for granted,
everywhere one looks throughout the day, is miraculous.......”

I have worked through 19 of the 45 exercises in Jennifer
Thomson’s An Artist’s Workbook. Thomson is an artist who has
dedicated almost 50 years to the vocation of being an artist – a
student of J.W. Goethe’s color theory, the color indications of
Rudolf Steiner, and the Beppe Assenza method that he evolved
out of Steiner’s concept of “painting out of color.” Her years of
training have been followed by over a decade of running an anthroposophic painting school in Harlemville (Ghent), New York,
as well as a continued dedication to her painting. Her workbook
has served as my guide as I have maintained an almost daily
painting practice for the last year.

Ted Mahle
Michael
watercolor
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I first met Thomson and visited her colorful Sun Studio when on
a cross-country road trip I detoured through her home base of
Crestone, Colorado. I was so taken by the way that color lived
in her studio, through her many paintings both finished and in
process – Thomson often has as many as five paintings going at
one time – I knew someday I wanted to return to this mystical
high alpine community to attend her annual fall painting retreat
(August of each year). Time marches on and it wasn’t until seven

confidence to being to see that “color itself is never the reality,
only an image.” This is where self-development meets artistic
work and where the freedom from form comes with the responsibility to have courage to cross thresholds into new areas of
perception and creativity. As Thomson notes in her book: “When
I am painting, I am the color. It’s like meditating in a way: to be
in the present and quiet in myself.”
Her chosen mediums for use in the exercises are watercolor,
gouache, acrylic, charcoal, and colored pencil. The color-based
exercises are designed to bring the color forward through various frameworks that will be familiar to those working out of an
anthroposophic worldview – balance of living and dead gestures;
light and dark; character and mood; luster and image; positive
and negative space; and expansion and contraction. Exercises
on the color wheel and the etheric color of peach blossom are
also included.

A sample page from An Artist’s Workbook

An Artist’s Workbook is sure to give seasoned anthroposophically trained artists new inspiration for their color work. As the
workbook notes, for traditionally trained artists, the exercises will
“loosen old ways and search for other directions on your artistic
path.” As is the case for me, this is a great book for beginners,
especially when paired with Rudolf Steiner’s lectures on color.
For all practitioners, by practicing the exercises, we are led,

years later, that to my delight, I learned last year that Thomson
would be teaching a one-week course in Portland, Oregon, as part
of the Art Hall at Cedarwood Waldorf School exhibit of her works.
Location and schedule aligned, and I registered for the course.
An Artist’s Workbook was in the final stages of production at
the time of the Oregon painting course. After I had completed
a five-day 9-5 immersion in painting with Thomson, I eagerly
awaited the publication of the workbook so I could deepen my
practice and continue to learn from this painter and self described
“colorist” who has devoted her adult life to being an ambassador
for the beings of color.
The exercises presented in An Artist’s Workbook do not prescribe
a technique, but instead present the artist with the opportunity
to practice a methodology where color can enter in, where “the
beings of color” can speak – where idea and form take a back
seat to the color, the method known as “painting out of color.”
Thomson’s workbook includes her own sketches and paintings
as examples to accompany each exercise. By following the steps
in the use of color that each exercise describes, while observing
her example, Thomson leads the student into the realm captured
in the workbook’s subtitle: Observation, Memory, and Imagination. She combines color instruction with reflective comments
and questions to further deepen the process.

A sample page from An Artist’s Workbook

through consciousness, to the method wherein we can begin to
know the colors as themselves, both as individuals and in how
they relate to other colors.

In a line and gesture exercise Thomson asks, “What kind of soul
movement do you experience?” In a “Blue and Red” exercise,
Thomson instructs us to …”paint yellow where violet is felt.” In
“Clouds: An Exercise in Exploring Whites,” she writes: “Put an
invisible point in the white. I call this looking for the heartbeat.”
“Red impulse helps release the yellow and answers to the green,”
is what she tells us in the exercise, “Expansion and Contraction
Through the Character of Yellow and Blue.”
The process of painting in this way, and of searching for meaning
and answers to these prompts takes patience and effort. It requires
us to put aside linear thinking, to quiet our thoughts, and enter
into a space where form and idea are expressed through color.
There is a certain freedom in working this way, and with practice,
a new kind of confidence and trust will develop in us – trust and

With the publication of An Artist’s Workbook, Thomson has done
a great service to the artistic lineage of Assenza’s methods, since
little remains in writing on this subject, and almost all of it is only
available in Italian and German languages. Thank you Jennifer
Thomson for introducing us to the colors, who are clearly your
companions, and for putting your art wisdom down on paper for
us all to use and learn from!
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ART RETREATS: In August 1918 Jennifer will again offer two
painting retreats at her studio in Crestone, Colorado, USA: Art
Retreat, Aug. 10-14 and Landscape Painting Retreat, Aug. 23-26.
For more information or to order her book: www.jenniferthomson.net, Tel. 719-937-7694, sunstudio.thomson@gmail.com.

Rudolf Steiner’s Architecture Books in English, Complete Edition
s this Newsletter advance-announced in issue #44 in late
2015, from 2016 and into 2018 the Rudolf Seiner Press,
headquartered in Great Barrington, Massachusetts in the U.S.,
as part of its ongoing Collected Works (CW) of Rudolf Steiner
project, has been gradually issuing a set of four volumes containing all of Rudolf Steiner’s lectures on architecture (also usually
covering related visual arts as well) that have so far been published in German but not in English (and are primarily concerned
with the creation of the first Goetheanum). These have been
professionally translated or retranslated by Frederick Amrine
from the Department of Germanic Languages at the University
of Michigan and include various introductory and appendical
material by different authors, many photographs, and helpful,
well-researched, sometimes extensive footnotes that help put
Steiner’s remarks and
references in context.
This project also has had
the assistance of a financial subsidy from the
University of Michigan.

to accompany his lecture, 4 additional photographs, Appendix
1: a further discussion of one slide, Appendix 2: Emil Berger’s 4
“Urachromes” of the paintings of the small cupola, Appendix 3:
Daniel van Bemmelen’s 2 color drawings of overview plans of
the first Goetheanum, Appendix 4: a 29-page bibliographic (and
selectively “symptomatic”) essay by Frederick Amrine discussing
much of the secondary literature on Steiner as an architect and
architectural theorist in articles, chapters, and books in various
languages (mostly German and English), and, again, the list of
Steiner’s complete works and significant events in his life.

A

• Architecture, Sculpture, and Painting of the First Goetheanum
(CW 288) 304 pages, including 9 lectures from 1915 to 1920, a
2-page forward by architect Douglas Cardinal, a 43-page colorillustrated introduction
“The Form-Function Relationship in Architecture and Nature: Organic
and Inorganic Functionalism” by art historian
David Adams, 2 pages
of notes from another
lecture in an appendix,
a 1-page “Name Index,”
a large collection of 106
photographs (almost
all black-and-white) of
the first Goetheanum
and related artwork and
buildings in Dornach
recently made available
after decades from the
private von Heydebrand
collection, and, again,
the list of Steiner’s complete works and significant events in his life.

So far the first three volumes have been published, as described below, and the fourth is
already primarily translated but just waiting
for the corresponding
German edition to be
published (GA/CW 289)
before bringing out the
English version. Added
to the 8 earlier lectures
(including the 5 lectures
from June 1914 originally published in 1927 as Ways to a New Style in Architecture) and
various other shorter material collected by Christian Thal-Jantzen
in Architecture as a Synthesis of the Arts (Rudolf Steiner Press
1999), these books should provide a new level of documentation in English for historians, researchers, artists, and designers
interested in learning more about the contributions of Rudolf
Seiner and anthroposophy to architecture and the visual arts.

• Architecture as Living Form and Organic Style: The First
Goetheanum (tentative title) (CW 289), to include at least 5
lectures from 1920 and 1921 and probably more than this with
various appendices by Fred Amrine, John Kettle, Ronald Brady,
and others – hopefully to be published sometime in 2018. . .

In Memorian: Ted Mahle – See page 41.

• Architecture as Peacework: The First Goetheanum, Dornach,
1914 (CW 287) 195 pages, including 5 lectures from October
1914, an 8-page introduction by John Kettle, an Appendix of a
1914 correspondence between a group of British theologians and
Adolf von Harnack of Austria, a list of Steiner’s complete works
with literal translation of the German titles, a 14-page timeline
of significant events in the life of Rudolf Steiner, an index, and
15 black-and-white photographs.
• Toward a New Theory of Architecture: The First Goetheanum in Pictures (CW 290) 224 pages, including a 13-page
introduction by John Kettle, a 1923 essay by Steiner “Goethe
and Goetheanum,” a March 25, 1923, lecture by Steiner with
100 black-and-white photographs shown by Steiner as slides
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